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Bridgewater ,State College

Deep, Jones
Named To
·Dean Positions
by Jean
, David P. Deep and Martha D.
Jones have been appointed to the
positions of Dean of Students and
Associate Dean of Students,
respectively. Rondileau made his
formal announcement to the search
committee earlier this week. Deep
was the Associate Dean of Students
and Ms Jones is an associate
professor of education.
As is well-known, all applicants
for these positions had to be from
within the college community. The
reason behind this is due to the fact
that for the last two and one·half
years, the budgetary fiscal status
required it. Rondileau stated, "Prior
to tlllis, we have filled 19 positions
from within either by promotion or
by giving added responsibilities to
certain- people." Due to the limited
amount of funds available
Rondileau felt that opening th~

St. Andre
hierarchical step ladder ot
responsibilities, both the Dean and
the Associate Dean are directly
responsible to the President.
Rondileau professed that he
expects the two deans to be a team
in getting -the required job done.
Rondileau declared, ·"They will both
have special responsibilities in
addition to their joint responsib·
ilities. It is important that all three of
us be thoroughly aware of the
progress being made in a specified
area." Rondileau feels that being
made aware of events by two people
is preferable to the possibil1ty of not
being informed at all. He feels that all
lines of communication must be
kept open. Rondileau also assures
that with this process of direct
responsibility, he is not intentionally
going over anyone's head.
Rondileau emphasized that he
delines from the

people fro.m the list of employees,
including some· teaching faculty,"
asserted Rondile~u. The President
felt that this process was the best for
students in maintaining the high
level of education now present at
BSe.
Rondileau took into consideration all sources of information in
deciding upon Qavid Deep / and
Martha Jones to fill the vacant
positions. Herelied heavily upon the
evaluation sheets. prepared by the
Search Committee, - his own·
persoBai )<nqwledge, and other
valued opinions. Rondileau pointed
out that he read each of the ·lio
evaluation sheets before making his
decision.
Running counter to the usual

«The BOard of Trustees expects
in my best judgment, ~o name the
best qualified person." The
President stated that it was not
solely his idea to organize. the
Search Committee. "Students) as
well as professors, like to have a
part in the decision of filling such
important jobs -as these," declared
Rondileau. He felt that all facets of
the college community were fairly
represented on· the Search
Committee~

Rondileau repeatedly t:>rofessed
his admiration of the Committee:
"They were a very hard·working
and responsible committee."
Finally, -,. the positions . ar~filled.'
Good'luck and congratulatio~s to
the two new deans!

Dean of Students-David P. Deep

Bogie's Back
p.6
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Swenson Retires
By Kevin Hamon
Everyone knows the story about
the Massachuetts' man who
travelled to Maine to hunt deer. He
stops at the general store in
Passadumkeag. Tohere's an old man
sitting on a rocking chair on the
porch. "How do I get to
Pattagumpus?", asks the visitor.
"You can't get there from here"
replies the old man. And the
bewildered hunter drives away. L,
Well, there's an older gentleman
who's been a veritable institution at
Bridgewater State in a period
spanning four decades, and he
might have a different response.
Athletic Director Edward C.
Swenson, retiring this spring after
28 years at that post at Bridgewater,
would probably say, "You can get
ANYWHERE from here!"
Mr. Swenson (Boston College,
Class of 1939), known by his many
friends as just "Coach" or "Swa" is
has always been, and will always'b~
a winner. And, if he had anything to
say about it, he never let anyone or
anything get in the way of something
that had to be done.
He coached football at Oliver
Ames High School in Easton,
Massachusetts in the tate 1940's,
starting a 25
t
of

Stat; soccer team to a.national, yes,
that s NATIONAL, championship
in 1959.
He coached football, basketball,
baseball, track and dub hockey at
Bridgewater State. '
He. is the man most responsible
for construction of BSC's football
and track facifi'ty.
, It is perhaps fitting that the 197677
1976-77 hockey ,season, the most
successful in Bridgewater history.
should be dedici;lted to the energetic
and affable', Whitman native in hiS
last year at BSC, and currently
recovering from an operation at
Brockton Hospital.
-.,
Frank Cullen, BSC's first varsity
goaItenderin 1970 and a graduate of
'the Class of 1972 states "Mr.
S~enson firmly beli~ved fr~m the

Assoc. Dean of Students-Martha D. Jones

. ' . start (1967) that hockey was a sport
the students wanted badly and that
was destined for success. He
withstood opposition from forces
both within and outside the Physical
Education department in hockey's
e~rly years, yet? ,. once again, the
WIsdom of hls~ear~ I~as proven
correct, for hockey, 15 . mdeed the
sport of the future at Bridgewater
State College. I only wis~ that, if ~he
college. sOn;'eday obtams an. Ice
arena, It WIll be called Swenson
Arena."
Th~ ~976.77 BSC hoc~ey,
orgamzatI0n probably epitomIzes
the ideals of Mr. Swenson. Itis
coached by Fred Johnson and
assistant Bob Carpenter,two of the
most enthusiastic and finest
individuals coaching at Bridgewater
today, and who are definitely
winners.
The defeatist attitude that
plagues . many college teams, and,
for that matter, entire campuses,
never had a chance to grow under
the leadership of Mr. Johnson. For
example, Army coach Jack Riley,
whose excellent hockey team
pinned a 10-4 defeat on the
undermanned Bears this year, had
,nothing but praise, commenting,
"Bridgewater, never gave up in the
game, and probably was as inspired
a team as I've 'ever faced during my
stay at West Point."
Similarly, Mr. Swenson once
'., recounted a story concerning. a
basketball tournament many years
ago that BSC was involved in.
Now, 'in·those days·Sridgewater
was almost exclusively a teClcher's
,college with a low male enrollment,
and the basketball team was hard
pressed to match anybody.· with
talent. But Coach Swenson drilled
that teqffi time and time again, lIntil

it' could win its share of games solely
on the basis of conditioning and
sheer exertion. And the basketball
team went out and won that
tournament despite being a heavy
underdog.
It's too bad that there aren't more
people . like .Mr. Swenson around
Bridgewater, because I'm sure the
entire· campus would have a more
optimistic outlook now.
Mr'. Swenson is laved both by his
family back at his Whitman. farm, .
and by the many students and
athletes who ever had the honor of
meeting him.
But now the door to his office in
~eHy Gymnasium has been locked
for the remainder of the semester,
and Mr. Swenson. will no longer be
found working there at5 o'clock in
the morning, 4 hours before many of
us are even awake.
No longer win a person be able to
say to s0l11eone with a question
concerning athletics, "Go and see
Mr. Swenson."
I'm sure that the faculty, students,
administration, staff and all the
athletes thathav.e played under and
worked with Mr. Swenson during
the last four decades will miss him,
but will also remember him as orie of
the greatest men they ever met
I implore those involved· in the
selection of a new Athletic Director
to .remember·. the tradition of first
dass sportsmanship' and 100
percent effort that Mr. Edward
Swenson always-.upheld,. bolstered
by thedeterminatibn that
Bridgewater. State shall always
strive for Victory. . And:rnaythe
. entire coll~ge community strive for
those Same ideals, for isn't that what
life is all ab()ut?
.
Good luck and thank you, Mr.
Swenson.
'
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Letters to
the Editor

--------~------------~--~----

I

State worker speaks out
DEAR

COMMENT STAFF:

I wish to commend the
COMMENT staff for putting out
such a fine campus newsletter. YOllf
articles and stories are both timely
and informative. I am a State
C(l!lege employee on the grounds
crew. I find the students and most of
the faculty most pleasant to be
associated with and to serve. I am
aware that many times during the
day a thought comes to most
students minds. "Look atthose lazy
bum state employees just driving
around, sitting down reading,
talking for hours, loafing, etc. I have
no desire to minimize or to justify
our more than occasional loafing.
Before I became "'forturtate" enough
to acquire a state job, I also had such
thoughts of state employees: lazy,
high paid freeloaders.
However, after three years of
being treated as a subservient
animal by my superiors, who shall all
remain nameless, I have had it! r
must make my feelingsknown.
Before I came here I always felt that
if you put in a good day's work you
would be reported with .occasional
praise, a decent pay, respect from
your superiors, and a chance at
future prqmotions. INDEED!
I have found none of these thinss
,to be true. Nepotism run rampant in
this state institution and I 'am sure in
others.! am sure ,this essay will
,reach the, eyes crod ears of my
H

any more than it is already.

Frankly, [don't care anymore. As
I said before, I don't wish 10 justify
my lack of initiative, but I must say
this. I receive only $6000 per year. r
have received no promotions of any
kind in that time. However, we do
receive two dollars more a week
each year if that can be construed as
a raise. Most taxpayers do not,
realize how poorly payed most of us
state workers are. I am: proficient in
landscaping and ' turf management,
so I thought that after a year or two I
could have a fine job here and put
my experience to use in making this
negliected campus .sdmething to be
proud of. Alas, the, powers that be,
have' browbeaten' our 'aspirations
and initiative ,into hibernation. I. as
have Illanyof IllY·' . ' low-payed
colleagues, applied for better paying
positions With the¢ampus, 'but as 1
said, nepotism and hiring bfoutside
the campus people . stYmied our
attempts better providing for our
families~ I do not ~ish to cast
aspersions all my feUowemployees,
because there are some dedicated
people working here. My
colleagues, myself included~ have
trul~triedto do a good job in the
beginning, but, everything' we did
was "wrong." Putting, in an honest
day's work, is frowned llPon. But
then again, with the way we are
treated ana the Ray we receive, why
should we? lam sorry that it is .the
students who suffer in the long run.
Sincerely,
, DavidGebo

would like to give my sincere thanks
to all those students who actively
participated in the Marathon. Under
the aches and pains of the body, I
am sure. a warm, generous feeling
must prevail. Because of your
efforts, you helped raise $2,000.00
to benefit many children in this area. ,
1 would also like to extend my;
gratitude to the sponsors for their
support and· generosity in our'
Marathon endeavor.
Thank yous go out to WBIM, the .
college radio station and staff for ~
providing the music and offering
their assistance throughout the day.l
In particular, I would like to thank
Steve Mattern, Leslie Scott, AI
Silva, Gary Atkinson, Jack King and
Chip Barrone for taking time out of food service that the count should
their busy schedules to D.J. this only .be about 300 sandwiches
~rved each day. You ask where the
event.
Finally, I would like to send out other 300 are going? The way the
my thanks to Bob Sharples and food service sees it is, out the door
to the commuter students who
Union Staff for their assistance in don't pay for the sandwich. The cost
arrangement and planning, to all of this is coming out of the Resident
those students that worked during Hall Students pocket. The Food
the day, to all those· people that Service Committees feeling is why
came out to watch and dance and to should all the people suffer for the
Ann SheJ1ey of U.C.P. for her thoughtlessness of a few. Your
constant support an<!l encour- paying for three meals to be
consumed in the cafeteria and not
agement.
for afternoon snacks or meals for a
With your overwhelming charity friend. With to days rising prices we
our First· Annual Dance Marathon should try to work to keep any
was an absolute success. Shine increase at a minimum. In the end its
your dancing shoes and rest up for" going to be the meal plan holders
who suffer and not a friend who's
next year.
being fead for free.
eradditional nbte

More fun at The Hill
Letter to the Editor:

Next came the pavement·then a
steamroller-and last but not least- a
fence.
A fence around a parking lot-a
touch of class. And there stands
today a monument to the power of a
President, for all to admire.·
Where 40 commuter students
had once parked their cars, sits
James T. Amsler's brand new tennis
court, complete with canvas
shading.
And so, I park my car in the ample
space provided, have a sticker that
didn't cost me a cent, and walk the
rest of the way to classes.
The system works fine, try it.
A commuter.
PS Thet~nnjscourt is open for all

to replace the untensi/s that have
been "borrowed" in the past. The
FoodSff~ceasksyourcoope~Don~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_,

in returning any materials to help
defray any additional future costs.

Another fine incident occurred at
Respectfully,
the Great Hill on Wednesday night,
James Grady
February 23. Over the weekend a
Joint Food Committee
master key was taken from an RA in
Chairman
Durgin Hall. Since the key has been
gone a few rooms have been broken
into and in one case a large sum of
money was taken. Tonight there
was a namditory .. dorm meeting for
the residents of Durgin Hall. The
executives were to make an To the Editor,
.
.
"
Ii'"
announcement that a master' key What's all the fuss about Parking?
had been. stolen. This announce- As a visiting student at SSC, I look
men~ would .have warned the with am~sement atoll the fuss being·
students, living' in, the dorms, that raised about parking tickets. Andin
their rooms could, be opened a!}d particular that the -chief find better
the stUdents could take steps to try ways to solve th~ situation.
and, keep, valuable fr being easily.
At the State College where I am
accesil:>le. However b~fore the officially enrolled, we had and still
meeting, the administratiOn, have a very serious parking
whoever they may b-e,called DUrgin situation. The college, under James
Hall and told the exe~~tives not to T. Amsler, president" built on just
. mention the key. beirlg stolen~ If the about all available land. There were
administration had to live with this ~inimal facilitie~ pr~vided for
condition' I'm sure, the circum- faculty· and administrators-and a
stances' involving this:inciderit. few ',spotted ,areas where, students
would becompieteiy different.,
who had sticker, $1 per semester, ,
could park. Most students parked
Chipper Barone
on side streets, as close as possible
Resident of Durgin Hall
to the, school, across driveways,
corsswalks, on street cornE!rs, font
yards. etc.· The" residents were
Service~ furious~
They caused the city
council and .the Mayor to' react.
Parking tickets were no long $2 but
$5. And anycorner'parker orac:ross
, To the Students of Bridgewater,
Do you wanUo see an additional driveway violators were subject. to
~
~
increase in your meal plan next twoing. Parking it),' resident ,. zOf)es
year? This may be-the case.if things cost $1.0.
continue the way they are at lunch :
So the President-James T.
.over at Tillinghast Hall. Ot;t th~
decided
it was time to act. An
average 1,000 students eat ,lunch
unpaved
area was selected as an
To the College Community:
~here each day. But of this total
On behalf of the Student.Council about 800 students are eating a hot appropriate site. It was the largest
for Exceptional Children arid the meal., In'addition there's being. area currently available. A bulldozer
United Cerebral Palsy Association served 600 sandwiches, from 'the came and graded the land. At last
of Southeastern Massachusetts, I sandwjch bar. It is the belief of the
action
President!

'ltbe ((omment
(established 1927)

Editor-in-Chief
Paul Broderick
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What's The, Fuss??

at

!
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Food
Complain·

........ .... ....

CEC Dance Marathon

J'"

TO ALL STUDENTS!
There is a meeting on·
Saturday March 5th (:It 10:00
a.m. in the Library Lecture
Hall 0/ the faculty and
students to discuss the/iscal
situation and its effect on
higher education, and
especially its impact on BSC.
All students are urged to
attend!!
Sincerely
Dotty Tisevich
SGA P"resident
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FOLLOW THE BOUNCING Students Discover More Than
BALL FOR HEART
Great Skiing At Waterville Valley
Following what has been one of
the worst winters in the country's
Waterville Valley has made spring
history, everyone, in Mass~chusetts skiing into more than long sunny
will be looking forward to the days, corn snow, smiles and tans for
warmth of Spring and a unique college students. Waterville Valley,
athletic activity--The Heartbeat New Hampshire, located fifteen
Bounce.
minutes from Exit 28 off 1-93, has
About two weeks ago various
The local Divisions of the designed some unique weekday ski
rumors were flowing rampant from
American Heart Association, packages to bring skiing and nonthe campus "grapevine" about the
Massachusetts Affiliate will, during skiing college students together at a
Physical Education and Secondary
the week of March 21 through price students can afford.
Education Departments. One
March 27, be sponsoring the
Every Friday, students can ski,
rumore claimed that without the
Heartbeat Bounce, a fun way to lunch, and party into the early
students even knowing it, the
break out of the winter doldrums.
evening with inexpensive beverages
Physical Education Department had
With Boston Celtics star Steve and a live band for only $9. With a
not been accredited for the past
Kuberski as Chairman, students college I.D., an all day unlimited lift
year. Another rumor stated that
across the Commonwealth will be ticket is only $7, $3 off the regular
both departments would not be
seeking sponsors for a basketball weekday rate. "For the beginner,
accredited for next year. To show
bouncing event to be held in local Waterville Valley is offering a one
the state of Panic that the students
schools, gymnasiums, auditoriums day package including a limited
were in, a rumor' even floated
and at outside community beginner's lift ticket, a ski lesson,
around that both departments had
playgrounds.
NEVER been accredited. Needless
and complete rental outfit for only
The Heartbeat Bounce is open to $15.
to say, I will attempt to sort out what
anyone with energy, initiative and
is fact, and what is rumor. I spoke to
Students who plan to ski more
the Vice-President of the Physical
enthusiasm to enlist the support of than one day can fodge in the
Education Club and the Chairman
sponsors who will pledge support to Bunkhouse, the newest addition to
of the same department, Dr.
the local community education and Waterville Valley's lodges, designed
Comeau, and though neither one of
service efforts of the Heart with students in mind. For only $5
them had too much information,
Association and who is willing to weeknights, $7 weekend nights, and
they g~lVe me enough to sort out fact
dr:ibble a basketball for an extended $5 a day for breakfast and dinner,
from
fiction.
period ,of time. According to students can stay to enjoy
Last week, an Accreditation
Heartbeat Bounce Chairman Waterville Valley's nearby nightlife
Committee came to Bridgewater
Kuberski, "Everybody is invited to at an inexpensive price.
State College to evaluate our
follow the bouncing ball into Spring
Waterville Valley wants students
Education Departments. They
and help your local Heart
to discover that there is more to
reported that the Secondary
Associatiotl while having fun and
spring skiing than a great day on the
Education Department' did not
exercise."
slopes!
suffiecient control over its students,
For further information about the
especially in their student teaching
Heartbeat Bounce, call the
...,....-----";'-------_1
assignments, to merit a good
American Heart ASSOciation,
evaluation. The Committee also
Massachusetts Affiliate in Boston at
stated that the Physical Education
227 -2805 or contact your local Heart
Department had alack· of facilities
Association office.
and an insufficient amount of
teachers. The problem lies in the
fact that both departments were
RA YNHAM, MASS.
linked together in their evaluation
with
Area residents are urged to
rather than being separate the way
ould hav
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Commentary:
By Doug Schorr

Rumors Keep
Spreading

ReacJl Out
TouclfThem

laUTI
by Anne M. McAdams
The COMMENT in an effort to get a 'feel' of the social, political and
cultural climate here at B.S.C. offers to you the student, OPEN
MOUTH.
Mass Migration will hit BSC in less than two weeks. No the plague has
not returned, its Spring Break! The time when all Bears shed their furfor
some fun in the sun. Many students do go south to Florida and the
Bahamas, but some have thought of other interesting things to do. The
question this week? What do you plan to do on Spring break?
The students responding were personally interviewed by the Open
Mouth reporter.
"Well on this Spring break I am planning on having multiple orgasms. I
am going to Florida and hope to pick up a few female hitch-hikers on the
way."
Jay Anas
Scott Hall
"Nothing, what are you doing? Whatever you'll do, I'll do and what you
won't do I will do. Your place or mine, Robin."
Bob Gordon·
Scott Hall
"I'm going to Michigan with my wife. Details at a future date."
Jim Caspery
Scott Hall
"What's that, details in future films?" Said AMA
"I'm going to Michigan with my husba~d. Details when we get back"
"What's that, details on 10 x8's?"
"This break I'm flying back to California, where I plan to come to a
decision about coming back here or not. If I meet any foxy ladies the
chances are good I won't be coming back."
Sean Bucklin
Scott Hall
"I think I'il probably go horseback riding this break."
Continually? Asked reporter
"Maybe, maybe not, it could be hard times."
Maryann Peabody
Off Campus
Bridgewater
"1 am working Sat, Man, Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat, Mon, ... MY Lunch
hOLlr is at 12:30, at which time 1 will probably eat lunch."
Debbie Monte\bano

cans
aluminum products are worth cash
a nap peal due ' to the s e
Whaf areyciugoingto
?said AMA
on the spot when redeemed at the
circumstances. The Appeal will last
"I'm going to play my trombone!".
mobile aluminum recycling unit
until, 1978 but what happens after
What are you doing to do? said AMA
which will be at Raynham Shopping
th~t is still anybody's gUess.
"I'm going to play my trombone now!"
Center, Friday, March 4 from 10 to
The Physical Education and , Exciting! Any other plans?
.
11 a.m . .
Secondary Education Departments
.. "Get burned, log out, slip into darkness, looks like holy heart faHure
were linked together beause our
Reynolds pays 17 cents' per
(maybe watch.a little Batman)"
Phys. Ed. Dept. csovers grade K.12;
pound for aluminum beverage cans
Jo Ann Merzigian
Unfortunately, the Accreditation
and other clean household
Bridgewater
Committee has it listed under either
''I'll probably be working this break. Maybe Florida. maybe get drunk.
aluminum items such as pie pans,
697·6937
of. two departments - Elementary
I'm not really 'sure."
foil, frozen food and dinner trays
or Secondary Education. We chose
Tom HilS?e
and dip, pudding and meat
the
latter
and
that's
where
the
Scott Hall
containers. Certain other types of
problem
remains.
"Well,
I've
just
purchased
a
pair
of
P.E
Flyer's
sneakers
and am
clean all-pluminum items maybe
To reflect on the issue, it's absurd
d
· I
planning on walking to Iowa and California. If the l50les on't hoId
out
redeemed at a slightly lower price.
that a college that is composed
The· program, now in its tenth
may have to take the busback"
M
mostIy 0 fPh ysicalEd ucationajors
Gail· Johnson
year, serves 44 states and the
Off Campus
should ever have a problem of lack
District of Columbia through 72 -'-_ _ _~_-.,....;._..,-:-_ _-___J.I of facilities and teacher. It shows
.
Bridgewater
permanent recycling facilities and
that the Administration has their
150 mobile, recycling units operating
priorities set elsewhere, and is not
"1 plan to student teach, secondary Education one week of the break.
more than 800 collection points.
alert to the. students' needs. The
The other time I'll be working in my father'~ antique store. I don't think I'll
Administratiop s1)ould wake up out'
be partying, I do enough of that here; I need the rest ..I'm also planning on
"~:i:::=:::~:!:~:!:=:!:!:::=:!::~:!:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::!!::::!:::=:::::::::::::::::!::::::::!:::::::~:!:!:~:~::::::::::::::::!::~
of their self.imposed slumber and
learning how to study.'~
,
::~:j. All m~mbers 0/ the Bridgewater College:;:~
try
to
correct
their
deficiencies
Jimmy
Potts
~~~l Community are invited to attend a series o/~~~~
before it's too late. After all, half of
.
Scott Hall
:::: Protestant Interdenominational Lenten::::
students will be graduating
"Definitely going to Florida this break. I'm going with friends from here
~E~ Services to be held at the Newman Center.l~~;
the year of 1978.
and U. Mass, Two cars, eight people, mixed company -cozy" maybe will
....- -_ _...._ _ _ _ _ _ _... make it back.

DAIKER'S
. 'FLOWER
26 Central Sq.
Bridgewater
FTD

Flowers
Delivered Anywhere

~~~~

Wednesday, March 2 at 7:30 a.m.
Dr. Harold Ridlon
Thursday March 3 at 11:00 a.m.
Fr. Joseph McNamera
Wednesday March 9 at 7:30 am.
Mr. Stephen Ryer
Thursday March 10 at 11:00 am~
Dr. Jordan Fiore
Wednesday March 30 at 7:30 am.
Dr. Abraham Thomas
Thursday March 31 at 11 :00 am~
Professor Virginia Hogg
Wednesday April 6 at 7:30 am.
Dr. Wallace Anderson
Thursday April 7 at 11:00 am.
Dr. Adrian Rondileau

Glenn Cryan
Scott Hall
I hope everyone has an exciting and memorable vacation, and
remember, make it count!AMA Op~n. Mouth· Reporter

'. army-navy goo
,- ~campin9.' equipm!mt
• war s.u..plus, . .

• work & ~utf~tothes

gO.

• jeans; topS & more

Tired of trying to cut through .information.

red tape? Having problems with

Br_

666 Forest Av.~ lJroc:kton. Ma..
.' Next to
Auto. ; ,
"Open 11 a.m;·g p.m.
.
,Mon.· Fri.
, 'Sat: 10·a.m. -6 p.m. '

il;~

:;z=:::::::::;:;:;:=:::::::!:::::::::::!:::::::::::!::!:~:!:;:!~:;:;:~:~:::;:;:;:?::;:;:;:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:!:;:~:;:;:~:;:~:;:!:!:~:~:~:~:~:;:;.

Letters must be received at the
your person~friend? How about
Comment office no later than
a little basic psychoanalysis?
The Comment,·. in their never- Fridaya!ternoon of. the previous
ending quesUo prouide info to the publication in order· to provide
average student(or !aculty- Uncle Warriner with adequate time
admin,fstrator), announces the /ordeliberation. All letters rnust
have names and addresses
advent 0/:
although. Uncle Warriner will keep'
Dear Uncle Warriner
Every week, Uncle Warriner will try . this information confidential'· if
to answer your questionsQnd 'desired. Popular queries will be
problems with expert advice ana: answered first.
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Sophia - Do you like wine?
HUMUNGUSI Baby oil anyone lately?
Cup of water in the face. Winnie·the·
Pooh for ransom. Yankee Stadium
second base. MYRICH. Read Playgirl
lately? It's at least 7 inches. You didn't
flunk. Dance much Friday. You're a
good friend. Farrah

Classifieds
for sale
1975 650CC Yamaha. 2200 miles,
electric and kick start· used only one
summer. Good condition. Call 586·4393
after 6 pm.
1970 Opel GT. Good condition, must sell
. $900. Call after 7:30 pm at 647·8489.
Portable TV set, good condition. Will sell
$50.00 or best offer. Contact Fran
Moriarty at ext. 391·6.
Guitar·brand new, excellent condition.
Will sell at $40.00 or best offer. Contact
Fran Moriarty at ext. 391-6.

3 Stan Thompson golf clubs. 1,3,5 woods
and 2-PW irons. Wood cost $45.00 and
irons $150. Together $185. These clubs
are in excellent condition. If interested
call 697·2800 from 1 pm to 8 pm, ask for
Lou.
Accordian· $450. Dallape·Organtone II.
Excellent condition, case included. Call
823·0183 after 4 pm.
1 pro Olympic speakers, in good
condition and working order. $55.00.
Call 697·2800 between 1·8 pm., ask for
Lou.

wanted
One female roommate wanted to share
furnished luxury apartment with 2 other
girls. Wall to wall shag carpet and full
kitchen. Heat and hot water included for
$71 per month. 8 miles from Bridgewater
campus. Derry Village apartments in
Middle bora. Call 947-4268 any time after
6:30 pm.

LJz . How was Sunday nite with Vinnie,
baby? I bet I can describe your date in 1
word: Sa Boom
.

When things like money, jobs, cars, etc.
start piling up . don't let it worry you. It's
a waste of time. It may take more time
than you want it to, but you1l come out
To Keith F.; Or should we say to the
To Casam: Those fellas were enough to
on top. Than when you do. you can really
frustrated guy? We're not frustrated;
make any chimps heart throb. Too bad
Mary Hartman & Sex Maniac: Thanks say, HI did it my way." Love, The Maid
why? are you? Does red hair have
Jeff had to cut their visit short. But I'm
for being the two good kids you are. Stay
anything to do with it? Keith, are you
sure the night was a success anyway. It's
that way. S.M .. good times on Wed. Cae, Moe, Doe, & Noe. Thanks for the
frustrated? . Signed, Jean, Joan, and
a shame they left before they came. Oh
nights! M.H. - comparing notes on you· best B·day ever. The cushin fits perfect.
Candy. P.S. Keith, changed your name
by the way, thanks for the wire but next
know·who. Wish you two were coming Love ya, Sr;hmeil
to Herman Smith lately?
time keep it in the bottle. Signed,
to Florida with me! We could have a
Analgesia.
C/O E.T~ haven't heard fr()m you in a
good time. M.E.S.
To Sporty Bob: This personal is
while is all well? The club is going to be
redeemable at McDonald's tomorrow
To E.M.E., Just a happyreminderthatin
Joan W. in WO. This is your very own rockin' and rollin' this weekend are you
aftemoon only if accompanied by it's
13 short days, you will once again be
personal! I had a great time with you last going? How's the "new kid in town?"
author. Incidentally, congratulations on
holding a glass (oops!). I mean a bottle in
Sat. so I'm sending· you a personal. Sorry about the interruption Monday.
your 44" chest. It's bigger than mine. But
that hand of yours! Bermuda will never
Wanna have a splash fight? Who's the Troll is upset! Done any partying lately?
whatever I lack in quantity, I make up for
be the same!! A.P.S.W.A.A.W.U.LB.!
kid with the "brown sneaker?" or the big Hope you get your head straightened
in quality. Right? Guess who.
Love & lushes, The Pig
brown spot on her "caboose"? What's out. How's your older sister? Don't
this a "FLASHUGHT?" Let's try out forget "Love endures forever." Your
To Half Pint. Great Party weekend! Can
Carmello, John, Johnny, Janice, June,
your party book it looks like fun. Can we lovely lady.
you remember where you parked your
Louise, & Steven. You people are the
play the "spoon on a string" game? 111 get
car? I had planned to sleep Sun.
greatest family a sister could ever ask
the spoons.
Linda, Congratulation! I know it's a little
morning! Ah, sleep is such a waste!!
for. I miss you all and love you tons. Take
late but better late than never. Hope you
Don't forget to bring back some O.J. I
care and I wish you all Health, Happiness
Sandra: The time has come for us to have a happy life as I'm sure you will.
wonder what it's like to have an affair?
and Safety forever. LOVE, Always, ME.
start to live our lives one step apart/ Don't forget your friends here though.·
(It's GREAT) Keep the Faith. From "The
Happy 20th Birthday Nancy. Hope it's Apart from where the love we knew Was Ha ppy 19th you old lady. Hope you have
Heavy".
the best. Who ever heard of asparagus always there to pull us through/ The time tons of fun on the 4th. Tell all I say Hi if I
instead of a birthday cake? .. No. has come for '10ve" to end And start to miss them. Hope you see a lot of pink
To JUDI GIBSON and CHARLIE
elephants. There great! Ella
cheating, only 15 more days until live the closest of "friends".
PURCELL, also to DENISE ST. PIERRE
sunshine and a hell of a high time. We all
and JERRY~ Congratulations on your
love you. Patty, Ginny and Karer To my Wild "H", so you want a rematch Attention Donut Crew Members and
respective engagements. Good Luck .
eh? Do you think you. can beat me? interested Partiers: initiation to a new
and Best Wishes. Bob C.
I love Brian Parsons. He has beautiful Practice up "H". Happy 3 months babe, fraternity Smoka-Grama-Hash will be in
Mike: You1l get right over it. Someday
eyes and curly brown hair. Everyone you know! You have such a mean look· pledging new members on Thursday,
you1l find out that "Reading is Fun·da·
wants to be his friend. When he turns but you know! I'm going to miss our post· March '10 at 7 pm. Informal attire
menta/." Glitter Palace is not at Shea but
sidewards he disappears though. game parties· we can still have our MD! required. Meet at the Donut and bring
With you're Luv . and star... ! And you ... your own clip! Don't forget your
we all know where it is. We'll see if you
Signed, Brian Parsons.
last 40 days without a beer, "Boxface."
"not in that order!!" Love, GT
sunglasses.
Where's West Side High School? Bi for
To the funkiest chick on campus, I felt it
now. I'm still having fun and I'm still my
was time to announce it publicly that you Jim, Check your shoes, it smell like Gayle C. How's Freddie? He's been
one.
own FUNKY CITY!! Keep up the good pook! Turn off the heater, it's blowing in lonely lately because you never talk to
work! (you only have 12 more weeks my face. I want the window open. I'll have him. Maybe if you stop going out all the
Hello favorite person, AND how are
to prove yourself!) E.S.C.B.F. L & Ks, a cow·gut cone . ..shaping for shoes? time, you11 have time for him. Bring him
you? James, besides you being the most
Leave a quarter for Uncle Paul. Wonder to Florida! Signed: Concerned.
Merry
beautiful: person in the world, you're the .
if Alan can talk right yet. "Hear about the
To: Linda, Barb, Barbi, Mary Beth,. Pollock ... " You always bring the snow. To number 45 on the Women's
greatest. You will ALWAYS be my
Cathy, Sue, Greg, Doug, Nadine, Fran, Mobile homes make me dizzy. Best Basketball team. I would really like to get
number 1. even if you want to live in the
Donna, Irene, Connie and Karen thank weekend ever, Thanks. Love. Sarah
woods and live off the land. Your two ton
to know you. I have been to most of your
you for all yout assistance, time and
buddy will be right beside you. I LOVE
home games and have. really enjoyed
enthusiasm. I1I~v~, forgetyo).l,.1"HE
HON,
ALWAYS WILL
watching you. I'm 6'4", dark hair and a

I

Ride wanted to area of Plattsburg,
Saranac Lake or Lake Placid, New York
during March vacation. Will help with
expenses. Contact Sue, rm 221 Shea,
ext. 373.

·perso~als

bottles lately? Sleeze music. "Tear: my
female heart in two." Get high and try

to light a cigarette. Talk to pillows.
Blondie . Almost a jr. cardinal. What is
the sexy part of the body? "Don't you
feel my leg." DP . Wanted to be a

Farrah . "You don't know when I'm
kidding and when I'm not anymore!"
Donna (Lusty!)· You passed out at
9:30?!?! Liza· I'm glad I have a Cardinal
living right next door!! Mon· "May 1 be
excused now?" Maria . Red blotchesll
Mastermind! Rac . a Jim Dandy
maybe?!? Did he have 'a big one?!
BonBon . are you under the table??
Sophia , The Italian.

cardinal, but the clock was unplugged.
Popcorn all over. Farrah
Happy Birthday Nancy! Keep smilimg .
there's only 100 days left to pose for
pictures. Hope this year· brings yOU' a
Sept. Love,
classroom. of your own
your two kind, wond~rful, funny,
understanding roommates Debbie and
Sarah.
.

Lynne: The girl who wears a·little bit too
much lipstick. and a little bit too much .
mascara. Are· you really torn between . To the freshman in 428 Shea: How waS
the Rat Friday and how was your ride
TWELVE LOVERS? Signed y~ur
home??!! NICE. Afriand ...
Siobby Roommate.

Classified Ad Form
Circle.HeacIins:
FOR· SALE

HOUSING
'PERSONAL

~D

L~T&FOUND

RIDE/RlDERS

. OTHER:':"" ~:-:-----~---r
I...........-~-:-----

in.

Liza - Congratulations Cardinali Sleep in
the BR .lately? ThrowingaJrisbee only
when drunk.· Onion chips. You dance?
DQ . Drink for drink. Hawaiian punch
and gin. Thanks for walking me· .
,around pass out time. Did I go
downstairs? Rich is gonna kill me. MM
Did you say you weren't going to
drink.? Uke to dance. much? Farr~h
.To my two admirers: the longer you hold
'your breath, the happier I'll be! .
.DearestSpruce Goose; nice·to see
you·in.such a good mood on·Thursday
night. Here's to shiny hair, dark Room
B,warm peas and Guam. We'll have
to shop and have <;linner again Soon.
Love & Kisses, Tahitian Vegetable
Brian, come to visit anclI'm never there
B~ild the body everyday and the mind:
What's going on? The understatement of
th7 year Fox}' Lady

plan on keeping Lesley around, then

button up, 'cause it's cold outside! And
Lesley, well what can I say? Fortune
tellers never tell lies! You're two very
special people and deserve only the best.
Best ofluck to both of you in tlie future.
Love, Yack
Why won't you talk to me anymore? I
didn't go all the way to Needham just to
see your play. I wanted to see you and
talk to you. And why dido;t you come
over and sit with me Mon. night in the
library? Didn't you see . me? We were
such good friends last year; Don't you
think it is time we got to know each other
better? See you soon. Love, P.
Jeremy~

Gypsy was excellent. I need
another beer. That poster is like fire.
'Viva la France. Oops, ·sorry." You must
be a &'gittarius. Both Capricorns -close.
Smile awhile .. ;How's Ethel? I'll slap you
silly. The room is too quiet at nite. How's
skippy and Co? You're favorites. Harbor
lights. Logan's waiting to hear from you.
Respect your elders. Call Amtrack.
Forever, SJ.C.

Great Pumpkin, Glad to hear you like
Rhae. My elephants are doing just great.
Tell Sue the little people put me on
crutches for 4 days but that's OK. All
that powder gives you away. You're a
great friend and I'm glad to kn()wyou.
The popcorn was great Thursday. How's
Thateus doing. I still say he: 5 a little small
for a hippo. See ya 500n. Ella
My onlyG.T. - Thanks for all those
PGP's. I hope we have some next year.
Hope you're feeling better. Tomorrow at
5:00 pm - until next year ... Can't wait for
A.B. and S.L. On Thursday afternoon.
Go AB!! Someday 1 hope we can go to
W.D.W. . without Dan outside the
shower, without everybody and their
equipment ready to go to practice and
with you and S.C. and two tone Y.M.
Until next week, you know - always.
Love, "H"

To PJ's Dad, Will things ever be the
same between us? This wondering is
driving me crazy! I'm hoping y~u11 be
honest with me and tell me if they can't or
won't be. Maybe things were too good or
S &.SE - The best partof me is French is that just my opinion? Love always, PJ's
but that's for me to know and you to find' Mom .
out 111 meet you under the couch, and if
you don't get too boredwe1l go to.the To the snow princess: Uttle Carlton was
Cathedral next Saturday.. :butdon't obviously upset that he missed out on
forget your J.D. NSSA
the free ski lesso·os. I'm really crazy
about you, Ijust wish I could be with you
THE BEDLAM BOYS MUST HAVE
all the time. I can't wait for that romantic
THEIR TOYS.
weekend. Your rubbish man
Matt Gillespie and Ed Dalton ha~e got to
be the nicest hunks on the hockey team.
An admiredn the Student
Union.

Pinky, Actions speak louderthanwords.
We might never know who is the best
A.B. in bed. Blooper

i~!:}:.::;~o;~n~J,~~~~: r~~»%~~;;~~~;;:~~~~=~~~~~:>~:'1

::~~:d~~S~),~~~n~:~ ~We -will not· pubiish

retarded people like. the zoo.

c",.... ore!rw /or Gllltlllknt~
foculrv, 1ictH, lind adminiiJralioll of 8Se.
.For all otfwn. rota are 'I.SO per ColUmn !ncfr.
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Gael, The next time you wash your hair
use .cold water. and Woolite andit won't
shrink. Your second rOOffi\e.
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Death Says Yes to Freedom
Very few of us are able to
~mderstand the experience of Mack
Taylor. In fact, none of us can
Jossibly place ourselves into his
Josition- that of a young man with a
)Jije and children who daily faces
~he i71)pending threat of death. Mac
1as terminal leukemia.
Mac died about one and a half
lears ago. The following is a
;ermon'that he wrote. It speaks/or
tself. Lee Atlas
DEATH-NO AND YES
Sermon by Mack Taylor
January 28, 1973
Today I want to talk about death.
many of you I'm sure the reasons
':Ire obvious. For some time now I
1ave lived with the reality of death
Jeing at large_within myself. You
mow that what I have to share I do,
Jecause I see myself as a Christian. I
1m convinced that there is a divine
:orce in the living of life, a force that
:.hapes us all, bears us througl) allJain, joy, love, death, and in the end
",ill remember us. '

r0

I have become convinced that the
;ubject of death is one of the most
lVoided and neglected in our
;ociety. At all ot our attempts to
)ecome superficial, it seems to me
:hat it is on this subject that we have
Jest succeeded. We don't discuss it
mtil it is forced on us. We don't deal
vith it realistically until in somefinal
)Jay- we have to. And yet death is
Jne of the most central and real
!spects of our living. "As soon as
nan begins to live he is old enough
odie." (Heideger) There are none
hat it does not finally touch in one

~nrich and mature our personhood
md our intensity in the living of each
noment. Of course it's awesome
md final and perhaps that's why we
~o to such lengths to avoid and
:over it up. I think that the writer of
::cclesiastes was expressing the
;acredness of life when he claimed:
'a living dog is better than a dead
ion."

But does that mean that we
,hould go to such lengths to be
;uperficial and unrealistic about it?
~l1ust we postpone our dealing
',vith it into some distant "old age
}eriod of senility"- when are
eserves are least operative to
ieal with it? I think not!
And yet we continue to make
~ttempts to cover it up. We seek to
)eautify it with flowers and slick
:askets and silks and satins and
,hiny cars and nice words. We keep
t nice and as life-looking as possible.
when actually what is going on is
:lecay and rot and deterioration and
itench. But we don't want to feel
:hat and so we hide our dead in
;ome restful, cared-foL and
nanicured place in a quiet spot of
:bwn called the cemetary- as if the
Jnes we bury there periodkally
:ould see, hear, smell, feel and actNhen in actuality the reason that
hey are there is that all of the Iife~iving functions have been halted)een thwarted- stopped- and life
10 longer exists- not for them and
lot for us as 10ng as we think that

jeneral avoidance oj death by
:amily, doctor, friends and
mdertaker- that adds to this
:;onspiracy of silence and deceit.
Jut let's not be flip about it- it has its
-easons. For death is an awesome
:md fearful act of our being together.
[here is a reverberating and a
'esounding "No!" to the ongoing
Jrocess of life on earth.
The Scripture IS right - death
:omes as a thief in the night and it
)ronounces loudly and clearly 'No!" to any continued earthly,
)hysical existence and that
~xperience is enough to shake thE
oundations of our being.
Christ was aware of the "No!" of
:leath. His whole ministry has that
:lark foreboding shadow of the
:ross hanging over it. He even said
)n one occasion: "1 must work the
Narks of him that sent me, while
t is day (while there is life) the
1ight(death} cometh when no man
:;an-work." (John 9:4)
Death says "Yes!" to freeuom and
Ne all want to be free.
And so it is that whether we
:;hoose to' deal 'with death
;uperficially' or realistically - it says
:0 us both "No!" and "Yes!" And I
:\m convinced that it is how we
earn to live within the balance of
:hat final paradox that will
::!etermine the quality and intensity
)f life here on earth as well as in
:hat next unknown world beyond
:leath. To fully accept the No of
:1eath enables me to say Yes to

:his life and preciousness of each
I can rememb,er when [first heard

hat I had leukemia. Ifeared 1would
eel like a dead man walking among
he living - but I'm here on this day to
estify to you that my experience
las been just the opposite. Now that
have been forced to deal with death
many times I feel like the living
valking among the dead. For the no,
less of Death enables one to live
vith a perception, and awareness
hat comes only in the realization of
me's own death. As Ropbert Hamil
las said: "Death intensifies my living
md sends me back to all that is basic
md elemental.and I find it good- very
load."

Attention Stl:Jdents:
Nomination papers are now
available for the Executive
Board of Student Government
Association for next year.
Nomination papers for Senator
at Large positions for next year
are also available at this time.
These papers must be turned in
by 5 p.m. March 11, 1977. Four
hundred signatures are
required. The election for these
positions will be held on April 6,
1977. All full time day students
are eligible to run for these
positions!
. Student Government
Association

Catholic Center Schedule
Lent 1977
Morning Prayer
Mon., Wed., Fri.,

Daily Mass
Mon. thru Fri.

Saturday
Sunday

8:30-8:40
12:00 noon
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m.

Evening Prayer
Tues., Thurs.

6:30-6:45 p.m.

Classes

it on such a shaHow

convinced
:hat we are robbing ourselves of an
~xperience. which serves only to

Yes- let's a'dmit it- it's
.mAmerican to die- there is a

Classifieds (coni.)
To MAIRE: Springfield ain't my kind of
town,.There's much too much to get
you down. If I had a place to choose.
Springfield is the one I'd loose. Years
ago a man named Dante, He gazed
upon a Springfield Shanty, In later life
he named it well, He named this sorry
shanty h ..·!
The Sunshine is coming, the fish are
gone, Happy 19th driver Don. Hope
you have agreat 20th year, starting in
Florida! Julie and Ma,ureen
Who is the Disco Dancer. in Rm 29 with
the "Golden' Slippers'? Will yo~ please
step forward.
Blue eyes: Thanks for all the help you
were' Wed. night. Without YOU,
production night wouldn't have been
"productive" Short and sweet

JoAnn M - Marry Me!! Love, Bob C.
Tothe "Fan club" of.C.M. in Scott, Did
you mean "me"? My curiosity a!1d nerves
haye convinced me to write this. Who .
are you? You shouldn't flatter me so (I
could get a big head). 0'0 I kno~ any
members of your organization? Identify
yourselves to me (at least give me a
hint?) I can not. promise you anything,
but - who knows?! Maybe I can (but I
don't know) accomodate your request!
"A" "C.M."inScott
Boom-Boom: Things are certainly
looking up for you! G.H.J.N.K.K.
Thursday nite was ONE night to
remember! Looking forward to this
weekend ... You~re a-great roomie and I
enjoy out late nite talks: I'm pulling for
you .... Love, L.

Anne, Good Luck with the "open
mouth" colum'n, you have albt going for
you. Love your big blues and Dyno-mite
hair. Wish we could be friends.- Love, An
Admirer

Dearest Shiny Hair, Nice to see you in
such a good mood on Thursday night.
Here's to geese, dark room B, warm
peas, and F.R. You11 have to shop and
make dinner" soon. Love & Kisses,
Tahitian Vegetable

All muscle men of BSC go see Arnold in
"Pumping Iron", as it is required for the
Beef up Program. P.S. it is worth the
money because it has heart, sweat,
emotions and plehty of muscle.

Shiny, Where have you been? Basket
weaving keeping you busy. Well, let's go
~arty sometime soon, Monday to
Monday. Meet Paul at the Mal for.a--right now!!! Foxy Lady

from ONE that is concerned: to Spirit
number, 1. Read your piece in the
personals and I couldn't let it go
untouched. I sense you're in a pretty
depressing state. It's strange how when
we're around a large number of people
we begin to feel insecure about ourselves
and build bahiers to abvoid being put
, down, stepped in a whatever. There are
others like myself, who just avoid those
people and, somehow get lo'S't..."in the
"""-..,
crowd. Spirit number 2

-.:..------

Now then - it's been established we are
going to have the Great Cross Country
Race. Now we just have to see who's'
going to compete in what and the race
can begin. Who's planning to attend?
The Tortoise and the Hare are
competing. Remember the Great Cross
Country Race begins March 10. Will 1see
you there?
SHORTY, How is the weather down
there? Boo Boo

:lwateness
md ourrelation?hips.
:;hould teach us the importance of
Lisa - Brown was fun, thanks for inviting
me! I really hopethirigsworkoutforyou,
'1 hate to see you so sad. Diane says hello
wow!! If I never go for another elevator
_ride it will be too soon. Never another
O.W. -1t's you and me all the way, babe. beer either! Let's dance to "Honey Bee"
Thank' Goef I've got you to wake up to again. "The things we do for love .. :' Take
mornings, my world would have fallen care my friend! Love you - Marl
apart without you. Love is what's
important and we've got it. I could never Weekend. Review: Peg it . Ar~ shorter
leave you and don't ever doubt it. It's a men really better? Lantana's with Joycy,
beautifullove;just like you. Smile for me? Flash, & Murph. "Evergreen" possible
Pete
strep throat? 222 G~ing to the Riv? Come irt-; Spruce Goose, do you (cr-a-a- Who's staring? Is. that Jan~Michael2,
ack!) read me? Nah, you read only good Mario
boks, right pastor? LGBTADIA with the
NCBIA. Hey, this is fun---maybe 111 . Voh Rubber Face:, Happy to hear you
FTROTNTW! (that's "finish the rest of had a good time on your belated
the note this way", to you.) Anyhows in birthday. Maybe if you're lucky one of
June let's call Marvin, Penky, Luftwaffer, these nights we'll get. together again.
Zeke, No Head, Granite, Chuck and
Your Christnas gift is an all out attack!
Timmy (he never got a name, did he?) ,So watch out for the "tuna kip!" Happy
~md have a really sandblastin' time at
c:rtn'day to Jan G. and her puppy. P.S.
Crescent Beach. Suzy Cream Cheese
Fondling and kisses to C.A. and Elise.
Mary Ann gets nothing.
Nit Wit. How are your hemarroids? I'm
all bruises for you. "Stop that Now!"
Does Rath beer tast~ better at 4:30 in the 10 the GorgeousGuys in the cafe: When
afternoon? (Trust me!) I wouldn't know. .' are you going to make your move? We
Bet it's not as-good as EJ's Happy Hour. made ours.
My Angiosperl11s died quick. For quite a
while I thought something
between us ,. .' .(;)U
;'-b Q .: It was mce
. t 0 mee t you a t your
"
was dying too!
Three
weekstobeexactO
('ousin's
t
I'
par y and I WI'11 never forge t or
· I' 1M' .
b, ut t he dalSY
Ives... ore mtramura s regret those few nights we spent
means more competlhon. Always, me. ltog'
e ethr . I must ca 11 a ff our wedd'mgwe
set ·for April 11, 1978; I didn't think you
Sat. Nite Live'.. .Did everyone mt.ltate took me seriously until I heard from
well this wkend. Who went to the Raf & ' many sources your plans were for reaL..
Riv on a Thursday and set· a hog calling No questions please.
regretfully,
decibel record Qn the 5th_ Who were the Mary
smart ones who stayed away from the
Rat Friday, Where's Scott, on the couch,
with Kenny's fridge and shoes. I wasn't
really on the couch. A blue chevy almost To those gorgeous guys that always sit in
wiped out one of our men in blue, who , the cafe!eria near our table: we notiCe
was the deviant driver. We're still having you.
fun and you're still the one.
To all of you that made my 20th $0
Don't worry TIGGER . When you're too
happy: Thank you, thank you, thank
old for cheerleading, you'll bea natural you! Love Nancy
for GiGi's, D.O.M.

Music Lounge Lover ... You're right, my
, nam~ is Jan. But, What's yours?? Let's
get together some time_ I'd like to meet
you! .Jan

To Kevin: Thanks for making the 12
hours a lot easier! "I could have danced
all night!" My' bike is rari~' to go and the
next time we do the "but" remember not
towear your camera!! Love BaaBaa XO
Wanted: Three young men, single, free,
experienced in love but' we1l accept
trainees. Must be reliable, prompt, well·
hung, and good looking. If this describes
you then run to the nearest drugstore
and get your lifesize Farrah Fawcett doll.
Love, Chica, Chico and Chiquita
Shirley (AIchie Jr.), Happy 19th. "Want a
pop?4 You better keep in touch next
year. I'll be up to visit for the "Alchie's
Reunion Night." Take careof J.P., Don't
do anything. I wouldn't do and be good!
To Steve, Gary, Leslie, AI Jack, Chip,
and "the entire WBIM staff; Thanks so
much for providing the music at the
Dance Marathon, I appreciated the
music, your tim-e, support and
encouragement. Love you all!
To the Beautiful Redhead in 109 Shea: 111 .
always remeber the walk in the park,
bacon cheeseburgers, snowball
throwing, and 111 always hope for more ..
Good .luck with the little Italian. I wish I
had met you first.' My door will always be
open to you. Love, the Blueberry Patch.
. Andy; t{eally looking forward to Sat."
night. r hope' you will be blue. Can you
bring your Chicago album? "When I'm
with you i~doesn't matter where we are."
Please don't say I3m sorry any more. 1
forgive you. From Braintree with loy!:.
S.A.: Do you truly valve?, Man, ask
yourself these questioTIs:l)Do you
freely choose Mis?2) Do you choose
this .,decisionfr-om other
alternatives?3} Do you respect, hold
dear & love this?6) Would you do
something about this and not just
verbalize?7)Are you persistant?
Please say something cuz you really
feel this way I'll wait, if never tell me '
cuz I REALLY' DO! Dynamite Ps
BOOM!
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TheArts·~ Bogie's .
. Back

Good Choreography'~Boston Ballet
Last year when the Boston Ballet
premiered "Goat Dance" and
"Flowering into New Battles," they
astounded audiences and critics
alike with their subtle and exotic
power. Now they are back for three
performances (along with "Hamelt,"
"Fanfare," and "Classical
Symphony") at the Music Hall,
March 10·13.
These pieces, both quite different
from traditional balJet fare, were
created by bold young, modern
choreographers, Ze'eva Cohen and
Martha Armstrong Gray.
Cohen's "Goat Dance" is an
earthy, high-spirited celebration of
human life set to a score by George
Crumb and folk music of .Greece
and Iran. Cohen, a native Israeli,
attributes her radiant movement
style to her Yemenite her:itage, and
encourages her dancers to learn
about their folklore, to feel how their
ancestors moved and how they
perceived their world. "Dance mus,
have roots," says Cohen, "because
it always starts from a spiritual
physicality. Dance without roots is
dance without heart, breath or earth
underneath it."
.
Cohen began her professional
career at the age of 16 in Tel Aviv. In
196$, she came,to :New York to
study . at .. the Juilliardof

"For me dance was always the
celebration of life," she explains.

"But life doesn't always mean 'fun,

ha, hat' It is also 'oy vey!'"
Among her mi;lny performing
credits, Cohen has danced as a
soloist with the Anna Sokolow
Company, the American - Dance
Theater at Lincoln Center, the
Dance Theater Workshop, the New

The,

~7~rk Shakespeare Festival and as a
guest artist with Pearl Lang and
Company. She now presents a solo
dance program, which has been
seen all over the United States as
well as in London, Geneva, Bern,
Bonn, Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. In
addition, she is currently a lecturer
for the modern dance program at
Princeton University, a program she
initiated and has supervised since

1969.

Martha Armstrong Gray's
"Flowering into New Battles" has as
much emotional impact as "Goat
. Dance," but delivers it in a
contrasting, cool arid elegant style.
Gray was inspired to choreograph
"Flowering" when she watched her
"sister, a black belt in karate, go
through her mesmerizing
movements in class.
"Karate movements are just the
reverse of dance movements,"
explains Gray. "In dance, even
when a movement ends, there's a
flow and a follow··through·-it
continues on in space. In karate,
however, there's an impulse and a
sudden drive and then, STOP!, as if
you hit a brick wall When I saw that
I thought, what a ,fascinating way to
make a dancer move. 1I
Gray was also impressed with the

involved," she says.
"To see a woman move this way (her
5ister was one of three women in a

:lass of 50) was especially exciting."
The dance, set to music by Stbmu
Yamash'ta, does .not mimic karate
movement: instead, it uses similar
dance-like" gestures to create the
same effect.
GnlY" was awarded a National
Endowment for the Arts grant in

1976 to pursue her very special
dance vision. More than 30 of her
works have been performed by the
Harvard Summer School Dance
Center, . Dance Collective/Mass
Movement, Concert Dance
Company, the Institute for
Contemporary Dance and the
Cambridge School.
In 1973, Gray helped found the
Harvard Summer School Dance
Center, which offers both a school
and resident company. In 1976, she
was director of the program, which
has received international
recognition and attracted dancers
and choreographers from across
America. Gray is also founder,
board member, choreographer and
performer for Dance Collective/
Mass Movement, and head of the
Dance Department at the
Cambridge School in Weston:
Moss. In 1975, she created the
:ambridge School Danc'e
':ompany which perfor ms
'hroughout New England.
Boston Ballet performance times
~re Thursday·Saturday, March 10·
12, at 8 p.m. and Sunday, March 13
at 2:30 p.m. at the Music Hall.
Tickets are from $12.50 to $3.00,
and are available at the Boston
Ballet Ticket Office, 19 Clarendon
Street, Boston, weekdays 10·4 and
Saturdays 10·2; Bank Americard
and Master Charge phone orders .
accepted at 542·3945. Tickets also
at Music Hall B.oK Office, 268

ticket . outlets and ARTS/Boston
vouchers are honored at the Boston

Ballet Ticket Office.
The Boston Ballet is gra teful for
the support it receives from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Council on the Arts and
Humanities, the Natiolnal
Endowment for. the Arts, a federal
agency, and the Bradley C. Higgins
Endowment.

Brockton Art Center Members Exhlbitio.n
Members of. the erockton Art
the 'artist so 'desires and the Art Center's spacious auditorium
. Center will have the opportunity to
Center will ta,ke a 10% commission. gallery, space is limited, so artists
exnibit anoriginal work of art at the
AlI members are eligible and may will ,be accepted. on a first-come
.mus~um,from March 25 to 27 inits show one· work by sending to the basis.
first. !'M:ert)bers' . Exhibition," Any
Art Center as soon possible their
The exhibition will be hung with
.. memper of adult over 14 who has
name, address and phone-number, separate sections. for professional
become a member by . March 4, . along with.the title, size and media of artjsts, ,amateurs, and students.
1977; may participate in the exhibit,
the •work. New members should "Outstanding Artist"commen·
All' participants in the. show will be enclose their membership .fee:
dations' will> be given in ,'each
entitled to invite families andfrie~nds
(ndividualmembership' is .$.12, category. Winners names will be
to. a special ·opening reception . in Family $20 and Student or Senior . announced at the opening and in the
their 11,ono1" on Friday, Marc.h25 at.8 Citizen $5.This information'must be press.
p~m...
....... .
re.ceived at the Art Center by March
Call the Brockton Art Center at
. Priscilla Wh~tley ~ chalrpers()l1 of ,4 Alt"'5:00 p.m. Although the 588~6000 fot'further information on
the HMembers' Exhibition" stated; 'exhibition will. be held in the Art the ~'Member" Exhibition."
"This new show was conceived by
the Art Center's ,Town Council to
encourage participation and to
stimulat~ membership in. the
museum. We hope it will help serve
the need' of our artist-members to
exhibit their own work to the public,
and perhaps sell it. The exhibition
should also give promising students
the opportunIty to b"uild theit'
Fri March 11 8:30p-:m.tickets $5:.$6
portfolios."
.
Sat March128:30 p~m. tickets$5-$6
All ()riginal works of art. will be
Sun March 132:30 p. m. tickets $4-$5
exhibited, including paintings,
drawings, photographs, graphic
wo~ks and sculptures, as well. as
pottery,weaving, metalwork,
Please call forreserue s~ats!
needlework and other crafts, as long
746-7474
as they are designed and executed
OLD COLONY THE~ TRE
by" the artist-member. Although
there will be no jury. we are seeking .
32 Mdin Street
quality objects suitable for display in
P'ymouthMA
~ museum. Works may be for sale it

as

OLD COLONY THEATRE
presents ,
DICK SHAWN
"INCONCERT"

The St\.ldent Union Program Committee il proud to present a night of nostalgia'with Robert,Sacchi
roecreating such scenes of Bogey'. (Humphrey Bogart) palt, as "Casablanca", ~The Caine Mutin~" ,
"Dead End" and the infamous" African Queen." He will appear at sse on Friday, March 4 at 8.00
p.m. in the Ballroom. Ticket. will be 504 for students and $1.00 for the public. Get them whi~e they
last! Other Student Union Program Committee events coming up: March 8· BSe folk smgers,
Buddy Butler and Peter Rodrigues at 11·1 in the royer; 5:30-7:30 in the Rat. March 10·
Entertainment In the Rat at 7.11:00 p.m.
.
.

years ago, arid down there, right in
front of me , was, the shape of.

Humphrey Bogart. Bogart, just like
he used to be when I was watching
his shadow on a screen from a
movie balcony,
Only this time, the balcony was
upstairs over a new dinner theat~r-.
the Northstage, out on the island in
Glen Cove·.and the man I was
looking at was live and in person.
But he talked like Bogie, looked lik-e
Bogie, dressed like him and acted
like him) even moved like him.
Weird!
Now anyone who's ever read' a
newspaper ora movie fan magazine
knows Bogart died some 20 years
ago--anyone·-so this has to be some
kind of imitation, right?
Well, right and wrong.
It's not an imitation you watch
down there on that stage. It's a
recreation. Bogie hack to life,
dressed in spotless white tuxedo
jacket ("Casablanca"); in a navy
captain's uniform, complete with an
armful of gold stripes ("The Caine
; Mutiny"); in grimy. white work
clothes, cover~d with bugs ("The

name Robert Sacchi, a Bogart lookalike who has portrayed the famous
actor in plays, on TV and in
commercials. He's put together a
full evening of Bogart memorabilia,
which he presents under the title of
"Bogey's Back," and ,he'll be doing
this at the Northstage through Aug.
8.
It's an interesting concept. Too
bad it's not fully realized in this two-_
hour (with two intermissions)
,program. The main fault seems to lie
in its lack of focus;
Sacchi does a number of famous
Bogart scenes, and he does ~hem
well-·right down to the forehead~
wrinkling, the pointing of a finger,
everything--and any old movie buff
ought to be delighted towat~h these
scenes done again.
In the first act, where he talks
about his 'movie . life, how he
accepted two of his most .famous
roles '~nly after they had been
turned down by George Raft ("High
Sierra" and "Maltese Falcon"), you
get an insightintothe man thatfan
mags never could give.

.Boston Ballet
Student Discounts
Student' Discounts are'available
for the B6ston'BaUet's March 10·13
program, featuring "Hamlet" , a .
brilliant. and gripping. dance which.
.captures the drama of Shake!Speare.
Tickets .. for .,these Music Hall
performances are..'onsale how afthe .
Bridgewater·' State' College. Ticket
Outlet~
.
.,
A collegeLD:entitles students to
a $3.00 savings on $12.50 and $10~50
tickets, and a $2;50 savings C?n $7~OO
tickets.·
.. ' •.... , ... '.
In'March, the Bost6n~letwill"
present "Fanfare'", .a Jerom~

I

Robbins ballet in Boston for the first
time; "Goat. Dance/~· created .by
Israeli choreographer' Ze'eva
Cohen, '''Flowering' into New
Battles", Martha Armstrong Gray's
Japanese-influenced ballet, and
"Classical SymphonyN) a ballet: for
. .
the sheer joy of it.·
The . Bridgewater State. College
Ticket· Outlet .,is .located .. at the
Bridgewater State·. Student Union
Offic~, .spon~ored by Student Union
PrbgrarnCqmmittee.Forstudent
disco(J.nt information call· 697-4825.,
-~~"------~--------~--------
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Genesis, Gentle
Giant and Renaissance
In Concert

New England
Theatre Conference
The Children's Theatre division
of the New England Theatre
Conference will present its
Children's Theatre Festival on
Sunday. March 6- from 9-5 in the
Bridgewater State College Student
Union. The Festival will include
performance, discussions and
workshops concerning children's /'
theatre. The performance will be
Aesop's Fables by the New England
Guild for Children at 4:30 in the
Ballroom, Lord Scarecrow by the
Freelance Players at 10:45 in the
Demonstration Room, The Other
Side 0/ Time by the Just Around the
Corner Co. at 1:30, The Great
Cross-Country Race by the

Bridgewater State College
Children's Theatre at 2:30 in the
Auditorium, and Fantasy Freeway
)y the Boston College Children's
Theatre at 4:00.
Discussions will include
'Founding a Children's Theatre
Company," "Theatre· for Children
by Chidren," "Choosing Material for
a Children's Theatre," and "Where
Do We Go From Here?" A
workshop "Demonstration of Preperformance Workshop," will also
be presented at 1:00.
The registration fee is $3.00 for
adults and $2.00 for students.
Tickets for children for individual
performamces will be 50¢.

NEW ENGLAND THEATRE CONFERENCE Children's Theatre Division
~nd B. S. C. Children's Theatre
CHILDREN'S THEATRE FESTIVAL
Sunday, March 6, 1977 REGISTRATION COST: Adults $3.00; Students $2.00
[ndividual tickets for chi! dren to performances will be sold at 50¢

)y Gil Bliss

:is from their most poular record it
:late, "Free Hand".
Progressive music fans were in
Tumultuous applause failed t(
their element last week as three of ~esuIt in an encore, and loud booin!
the leading proponents of the sound 3reeted the. rise of the house lights,
performed in Boston.
:Iespite ..the on-stage promise that
Getting the dissapointing 3entle Giant would be back in six
performance out of the way first, 110nths headlining their own show.
Gentle Giant and Renaissance
Renaissance proved to be
:Jlayed at the Orpheum Friday mtidirnactic in this reviewers eyes.
2vening and left many disgruntlec :I possess, however, three of their
:ans in their wake. Th fault for this :ilbums) due to their onstage
ies mainly at the feet of Boston 'endition of material that seemed to
Jromoter Don Law. Gentle Giant :>e note for note from their studio
lad previously ~ppeared to a sold- :ilbums, and to the lack of a stage
Jut house last year, but that ;how compared to the previous act.
lpparently did not dissuade Law
One cannot take away from the
Tom presenting them as a warm-up )eauty of singer Annie Haslam's five
,and, much to the chagrin of many )ctave voice, a factor that helps
3entle Giant fans in the audience. 1e9'ite other prevalent· ill-feeling.
Restricted to a one-hour set,· they
The. previous night, Thursday,
Jerformed flawless, drawing .vas the exact opposite. Performing
naterial from early albums, as well .vithout a warm-up act,Genesis

~ach

;1:00 REGISTRATION
~:30

PERFORMANCE
"Aesop's Fables"
New England Theatre Guild for C~ildren

10:15 DISCUSSION
"Funding a Children's Theatre Company"
Dr. Stephen Levine, ,?arry Lew
iO:45 PERFORMANCE
"Lord Scarecrow"
Freelance Players
11:30 DISCUSSION
"Theatre for Children by 'Children
Kippy Dewey, Catherine Ives

Auditorium Lobby
Ballroom

:arr:~ out and treated their fans to a
wo-hour show that touched all their
nusical basis, as well as kept
~veryone's
interest throughout
naterial that, if handled the wrong
.vay could be quite tedious in
:oncert. The band, with Phil Collins
:drummer) handling lead vocals in
:he wake of 'the departure of former
;inger Peter Gabriel (2 albums ago),
:lemonstrated great instrumental
)rowess as well .as light humor and
:lansing (no kidding) by Collins.
'rominent jazz drummer Chester
Thompson mId in on drums and had
10 problem blending with the
3enesis sound. Their material
~arly peices (Firth of Fifth, Suppers
~p.ady) to
songs from their two
)osT-Gabriel albums ("Trick of the
r r a de" and nw in d a n d
Wuthering"). Guitarist Steve
-Iackett was particularly impressive
~E, well as keyboard man Tony
3c..nks and bass player Mike
~utheford.

People may debate the merits of
he grc up with or without Peter
3abriel, but I was one person who
eft the Music Hall with his money's
.vorth.

-

Trinity Square
King Lear

The Trinity Square Repertory
Company swings into a busy Spring
Ballroom with performances of "King Lear"
cOn.\inuing through April 3, a dance
. festival in April, a new play that
Demonstration Room same month and a two week return
of the highly successful production
of last Fall, <COf Mice and Men" in
May.
Ballroom
"King Lear," directed by Adrian
Hall 'and designed by Eugene and

.Photograph

Exhibit
In

All Tap Revue· directed by Brian
Jones. Goslar brings her New York
troupe to Providence. with its
unusual combination of theatre,
dance and pantomime, Group
tickets are available for all three
dance performances at $11 for
adults and $7 for students. Call 521·
1100 for information.
Also coming in April is Trinity
Square's sixth productlon of the
Adrian Ha\\

Mice and Men!~; Steinbeck's
the title role in this; Shakespeare's brHlhmttreatment of 1930's
grip'pitigdrama'abouffamil'y - ~erica, isbeingbrou~htbackfbra
two week run beginning May 9.
PERFORMANCE
_
Auditorium relationships,
From Apl'iJ19 through April 30 .Tickets for public performances of
"The Great Cross-Country Race"
Bridgerwater State College Childre's Theatre
the upstairs theatre will be the scene that show. and all. Trinity Square
of Trinity's first annual Spring . productions are available C!t _. the
DISCUSSION
Dance Series featuring Lotte Trinity Square Box Office. Call 351"Choosing Material for Children's Theatre"
Goslar'sPantomime Circus, the R.I. 42~2 for information.,
Dr. Richard Warye, Prof. D. Ferry, Cheryl Buskey, Susan
Mogt
Dance Repertory Company snd the

Art Dept
Photographic images by George
;tadnik and Daniel Ranalli are on
~xhibit in the' Art Department
3allery of Bridgewater State
:::ollege through March 11.
Mr. Stadnik and Mr. Ranalli, both
viassachusetts artists, refer to their
nage-making process as "painting
lJi.th light." "Their images e.mplo~
tech.niQues·. no

vluseumand Syracuse University
:xperimental Studios. Upon
Jraduation· in 1972, lie began
vorking
with light as an expressive
~:30
nedium. He is presently a membet
)f a multi-media performance group
.vhich has produced and performed
~:30
ieveral programs in the Northeast.
iecently his. video works were part
)f a WGBH~TV program.
In· 1975, George Stadnik began
:1:00 PERFORMANCE
Ballroom
working with light in creating large
"Fantasy Freeway"
icale still images. By manipulating
Boston College Children's Theatre
ens· masks and filters, he projects
1;45 DISCUSSION
Conservatory
"Where Do We Go From Here"
lis color images on to light sensitive
Dr. Donald _Shandler
)hotographic material. Since film is
The New' England Conservatory
5:30 CONGLUSION
Opera Theater will present
The Cambridge ensemble, 10t used, each print in unique· and
Benjamin Britten's The Turn ofthe :urrently performing an unusual ;an not be duplicated.
GeOrge Stadnik~s images reveal
Screw, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, :ldaptation of Aeschylus' "Oresteia'"
and Sunday, March 17~20. in the Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays lis interest in exploring natural
Conservatory's Brown Hall at 290 through March 12, will open their brces. Fluid, abstract, sensual
Huntington Ave., in Boston.
::Jrigjnal children's show, "Brer mages express through color and
The Turn of the Screw, based on ., Rab bit and Other". Stories" brm the feeling and spirit of growth,
HEmry James's novelette, is the Saturday, .March 19 at 2p.m_ It will :ire, and moving energy.
Daniel Ranalli studied at Clark
story of a governess charged with continue Saturdays through April
Boston Symphony Orchestra
\uditioris, for which he' ·was
two orphaned children. She soon 16 at the Ensemble's 1151 Mass. Jniversity, Boston University· and
:ellist Jonathan Miller will give a
\.1IT. He also works without a
twarded a Carnegie Recital Hall
discovers~ much to her dismay, that Ave. theatre in Harvard Square.
'Jordan Hall recital on Monday,
lebut pe;formanceand was
the children are haunted·by ghosts
Stories· of "Brer Rabbit" are ::amera directly on the photo'v1arch 14 at 8:30 p.m.
ormerly a member of both the New
who exercise evil control over them. stories once told by slaves, ~raphic paper ·with directed,
Open to the public without
{ark String Sextet and the
Conservatory students Ellen compiled by JoelCh~l1dler Harris, -eflected, and refracted light. His
:remona String Quartet.
:harge the recital will include F.
Mclain and Deborah Pfaukh will who heard the stories when he was a ' jlack and white images are tinted
Nith a sepia toner which lends
3eminiani, SON~TA IN D MINOR,
Seth Carlin hasbeeri a participant
~hild. The Ensemble's new show
play the governess.
JP. 5; Bach, C. MAJOR SUITE for nl. the Marlboro and Spoleto. Music
David Bartholomew, chairman of 'follows Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox, and Narmth to his sensitively composed
:ello;' Chopin, SONATA IN· G ,=estivals and is former prizewinner
NEC's Opera Department, will the Wonderful Tar Baby in their ibstract images. A wide tonal range
n .the Busoni competition. John
ViINOR, Op·. 65; Debussy,
direct the production. The NEC adventures in the fields and farms of :aptures both the grace and
;ONATE. The program is part of 3i'bbons, a distinguished recitalist,
Opera Orchestra, .a chamber the South in the days ot'early ;tructure ofniovement in broad
;weeping forms and intricate
. \lew England Conservatory~s \s a member of the Early Music
ensemble to thirteen instamentalists America.
i'rabesques.
acuity of New England Conserva:>reparatory School Faculty REcital
conducted by Ja:mes Gardner, will
Joann Green directs veteran
The .photographic images of
ory. He.is a frequent soloist with the
ieries. Mill Miller is a cello teacher in
accompany the singers.
Ensemble. actors Tim McDonough,
3eorge Stadnik and· Daniel Ranalli
'lEC's prep School.· Performing 3S0, the Boston Philharmonia, the
Curtain time for all performances
Tsai Chin, and David Neill .
:ire on display between 10 a.m. and
~ew York Pro Muska and appears
AJith Miller in his March 14 recital will
is 8:30 p.m. General admission is
$4.00; students with I.D.'s $2.50,
For tocket reservations, group 3:$0 p:m. Monday through Friday in
"'>e pianist Seth Carlin and vith the Boston Camerata and
with· proceeds to benefit New rates and other information, call :he Gallery of the Art and General
>ther chamber ensembles.
larpsicho r dist John Gibbons.
England Conservatory. Tickets will 876-2544 or contact the theatre at; ~lassroom Building at Bridgewater
A member of the SSO five years,
Financial Assistance for free
State College, .located at the corner
be available at the Jordan Hall Box The Cambridge Ensemble
vfiller was previously the principle ~oncerts is provided by the
:>f . Summer and SchoolStreets~
Office. For additional information, Old Cambridge Baptist Church
:ellist with the hartford Symphony. vIassachusetts Council on the Arts
Bridgewater.
call the Conservatory's Offic~ of' 1151 Mass. Ave.
-Ie was awinner of the Carnegie tnd Humanities.
Cambridge MA 02138
Public Affairs at (617) 261-1120~
-IaU Jeunesses Musicales
1:30 PERFORMANCE
"The Other Side of Time"
.
_
The 'Jtist'Arotll1dthe 'Comer COmpany'

,New. Et1gland

8S,0 Cello Recital

Cambridge
Ensemble

j

~J

j

I
I
j
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Dance, Dance, Dance!
[
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Shake

Shake!
by Christine Hanson
Shake,Shake, Shake Your Booty!
Shake their booty is what the SCEC
Dance Marathon to benefit
'Cerebral Palsy in Southeastern
Massachusetts did! The booty
amounted to $2000.00. The treasure
was located on FridaY, February
.:25~h. noon to midnight in the SU

Atkinson, and Chip Barrone. Mr.
Bob Sharples of the Student Union
provitled the ballroom for the footstomping event. The nurse provided
the much needed bandaids.

louis Pearl and Diane Kellher. The
brave and untiring dancers who
went it alone and elevated the
proceeds are Rick DiGuilo and Judy
Noonan.

The dance marathon was a huge
success due to the support and
3en~rosity of the student. body. at
BSe. Majors in other filds beyond

After twelve hours, ice cream
melting, and the Mac's punch
machin~ ." ..... h '
. ',' 4~~ce
mam~ "
\:f'bfar,-of

Special Education participated and

Ballroom.

Fifty dancers and their numerous

this

eJevated

the

treasure chest

even higher. Visitors, such as the
sponsors, under the supervision of parent of last year's posterchild and
Pat Buckley, chairperson for the lody Cox, also lended support to
event, raised the treasure chest. Ms.
the uncovering of the treasure for
Buckley was"~ssisted bV Barb , Southeastern Massachusetts. Hard
Wright, Barbi' Alexander, Mary times, inflation, and rising college
Beth -O'Brien, Linda Carroll, Cathy tuiton did not deter the collection of
Hurlbert. Steve-'Mattern' and the $2000.00.
WBIM staff furnished the rhytms
The partners who produced the
and tunes. The D.J.'s who donated
their suppO:rt and time were:. Al largest amount of capital are Jean
Silva, Jack King, Leslie Scott, Gary O'Neill and Mike _Underhill l and

$2000.00!

Clinic

was

.r

next

Hang up your dancing shoes for
another year, pray for circulation,
and join the marathon dancers for
cerebral palsy.

Shake

'""".~

the

morning. The treasure will be
:::ollected on Thursday, March 3 and
::m March 10th at 10·2 in front of the
bookstore. The funds. are
desperately needed for S.F- Mass.
Please r~mind yourself' 'of your
obligation.

Special thanks to the following establishments
for their donations to the SCEC Dance
Marathon:
Christo"s
Bookland
Pantpourri
Smudin~s
Pant's Barrell
Gotshalk's
Cormier Jewelers
Western Auto
. Rico's Supermarket
Custom Food Service
Faculty Wive"s As~ociation
United Cerebral Palsy
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by Jo Ann Merzigian
"If Q player would win, he should try to win,
should strive to win, should want to win. To
obtain maximum results in a game, he
must give himself to it. He can then
sometimes come close to getting what he
desires. "
-- Paul Weiss

second half, and even outscored Lowell, but
to no avail.
.
On Jan. 24, the J.V.'s fell again, this time to
Bristol C.C. Fouls seemed to hurt both of
these teams. BSe saw one player foul out.
Bristol lost 2. But, the Bears could not hit the
points that counted at the line. Final score
was a close 70·76.
The Bridgewater Junior Varsity Basketball
Jan. 25 vs. Mass. Pharm. the Bears froze
team, in each game this season, gave again despite 20 and 17 points behind Percy
themselves. At times they obtained positive Cook and Steve Haykes respectively. The
results from their hard work and Bears were defeated 59-70.
.
determination, at other times negative. But,
Jan. 27 found the J.V.'s ready to go after
nevertheless, Charlie King's J.v. Bears went dropping 3 consecutive contests. The Bears
on to gain a season record of 11 wins and 8 put Cape Cod Community out to sea and
losses in a total TEAM effort this year.
took a 90-87 decision to increase their over·all
The J.V.'s first game was Nov. 30 vs. record at this point to 6 wins and 3 losses.
Quincy Jr. College. The squad started off the
But, ·it was back to the freeze on the 29th as
season With 13 members and were off to a the Bears fell behind a strong Northern Essex
winning start as they beat Quincy 68-58.
C.C. 83-110. Northern Essex monopolized
On Dec. 2 the Bears came out the from the beginning as they took advantage of
under:dogs being crushed under the hands of . a slow Bears defense.
Kevin Gallegher, Barry Mansel, Bob Olson, Jim Billings, Chris Parker, Mike Breman,
Salve Regina was the Bears next victim_
Salem State 62-102. This loss did not prove
Coach Charlie King, John Kalogeris, Rick Soucia, Chris Burke, Doug Mildram, Percy
Salem the better team, however, as the Bears This had to be the most unorganized team the
Cook.
came back to beat them on Feb. 18,86·83, in Bears would meet up with during the season.
one of their most exciting games of the Salve helped to add 2 wins to the Bears record another strong win. Doug Mildran lead the positions on next years team. Coach King
on Jan. 31,100-82, and in the final game of the surge by the Bears as they toppled admitted that, "there are not many spots to
season.
fill, and one must take into account incoming
On Dec. 7 the Bears hosted Middlesex season.
Wentworth 86·72.
C.C., coming out on top in a close contest,
Feb 3 . Northern Essex hosted Bridgewater
Former B.S.C. B·ball players arrived in freshmen." He did name 3 pla&1ers, however,
(for the second meeting of the season) and Bridgewater on Saturday, Feb. 12. TheJ.V.'s . which he would like to see fill these small
final score, 74-7l.
Dec. 9 the Bears traveled to Wentworth pulled out another win 89·97. The Bears played a fierce game against these more openings. Percy Cook, who has a good
Institute ready to defeat them in a tight played hard after losing one decision to experienced hoopsters. Although the chance at filling positions left open by senior
struggle. Final tally, 74-73.
Northern by 27 points, but could not pull out scoreboard flashed a final 89-103, the Bears varsity guards Steve Crocetti, and Carl Boen.
Massasoit C.C. was next in line to fall
in front of the Essex hot shooters.
could not be labeled losers in such a hard Percy is a hustler with a fine outside shot, and
his improvement was evident from his first
under the hot hands of BSC, 85·72, on
Mass. Pharm. took a journey to fought game.
January 15. The start of the new year
Bridgewater on Feb. 5, and were defeated by
Of the remaining 3 games of the season the game as he joined the team during the second
found the J.V.'s minus 5 players, but they
the Bears 76·65: At this game the Bears pulled Bears defeated Salem State,as previously half of the season. Also, Barry Mansell, who
soon gained 3 more with a top guard,
together and overcame a flat first half mentioned, 86-83. They then fell to Middlesex was out for most of the season with an arm
Percy Cook, Mike Brennen from the
performance and a slim 2 points lead at the C.C. within the remaining 10 seconds of play injury. Barry was strong under the boards and
73-77 ..
produced a 9.2 shooting average in only 5
varsity squad, and Barry Mansell returning
half to produce this win.
from an injury. In this game 4 Bears scored
On Feb. 7 the Bears continued to improve
On Thursday, Feb. 24, the J.V. Bears games. Jim Billings was the third name
in double figures. This was the only game
their overall standing as they rallied a 99·81 closed out their season on a positive note, mentioned by Coach King. "Slim" is a hustler,
and this was evident as he was leading scorer
the J. V. 's would play against Massasoit this
win over Tabor Academy. This game boasted defeating Salve Regina, 77·60.
6 BSC
ters .

..

; Good

luck to you all in the coming B-ball seasons,

S.immarsBad lad rear
The BSC men's swim team ended£i'rs dual
meet season on alosi~g note last Saturday, as
they feU to Central Connecticut by a score of .
73-40. The loss gave the mermen a 5 and 8
record, their first losing dual meet season
since their first year of existence, the 1969-70.
season.

THe Bears began the meet with a·
resounding win or the 400 yd medley relay,
setting a new team record of 3:~2.8. After
giving Central a sweep in the 1,600 freestyle,
co-captain· Rick Battistini convincingly won
the 200 freestyle, clocking a fine 1:53.9, his

.PREVACATION PARTY!·

JOIN

US!

Open house at the Catholic Center

Sunday, March·6'at 8-12.
featuring
MOONSKINNERS AMERICAN & IRISH FOLK
MUSIC!
NO ADMISSION!

qest time of the season. With the score set a
13, Central 12, the stage was setfor the
50 freestyle, which the Bears' co·captain Mike
Arsenault and Mark Mariani swept first and
second place, giving the Bears a 21-13Jead.
Arsenault clocked a :22.43, tying his varsity
record, while Mariani turned in a :23.5, his
best of the season. Arsenault's :22.4 is onetenth of a second from qualifying time for the
NCAA Division III Nationals.
i This
set .up the next event, the 200
individual medley, with Steve Money, one ,of
the strongest swin;mers on the squad, ready

sse

THE. CHAMELION
COFFEEHOUSE
will be featuring the following

entertainers during the months of
March & April:
March 4- Joanna Cozden
March 11- Jim Monahan
March 18- closed
March 25- Open Hoot (all
musicians welcomed
musicians welcomed)
April 1- Puousto Benefit
April 8- Sammy Haynes
April 22- P. & PH
April 29- Barry Brown
. The Chamelion Coffeehouse is
located directly behind
Boyden Hall, in the Olde
Methodist Parish Center.

for an upset of Central's Jeff HumphreY!!J.
However, his would not be, as Money
suffered a broken metacarpal bone in his right
hand midway through the race, unable tl)
finish the race, and giving Centr~l a one-two
sweep of the event.
Central then proceeded to sweep th~ onemeter diving and 200 butterfly, ·with 8Se's
Dan Trainor turning in a valiant effort after
Bob Duquitte's effort off the springboard.
Mike Arsenault and freshman sprinter T0lm .
Mac Masters swept the 100 freestyle,
Arsenault turning a :50.2, and Mac Masters a
season's best of :51.2. After Central swept the
200 backstroke, despite a good try by BSC's
Russ Clough,· Rick Battistini won the 500
freestyle, setting. a new varsity record of
5:13.5, breaking his own record of 5:14.2. Ken
Mierzykowski gave a good effort in the 200
breast stroke, but Central swept the Ewe·nt,
along with the three-meter diving. The BSe
400 freestyle relay team swam its best time of
the season, a 3:29.7, but was touched out by
Central 3:29.5.
The swimmers now look forward to
competing in the 58th New England
Intercollegiate Swimming Associaoon·-Championships at Springfield College this
week-end.
Prior to the start of the meet, .. five
graduating seniors were recognized for their
contributions to the team_ Dan Trainor, Bob
Quigley, ·Jon Kowinski, Hick Battistini, and
Mike Arsenault were given a strong ovation
from the meet spectators, in appreciation of
their efforts· on behalf of swimming at
Bridgewater. State College, and on the
occasion of the final dual swim meet of their
career at BSC.

~.
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Bears Top UConn J.V. Unbeaten
BSC vs. Southern Connecticut· For the
first 5 minutes of the BSC-SC game,
Bridgewater gave the fans a glimpse of the
type of ball they should have been playing all
season long. When Southern called a timeout at the 15:08 mark, the Bears were on top
17-14, and playing very, very well. Five
minutes later Southern had run off 22 points
to BSe's 2, and this hurt Bridgewater
irrepaira bly.
Fast breaking at will, Southern shot 50%
(47/94) from the floor. Eventual 100-63
.mnners, SC put in so many uncontested lay·
ups that at times it looked like the pre-game
\Narm·ups. Had the Bears been able to
prevent this it would have been a. much closer
~ame. As always, however, sse
:mtrebounded their opponents, this t time 45·
40. Senior Judy Blinstrub was the only Bear in
:1ouble figures, throwing in 16 points.
BSC

VS.

Central Connecticut- The Bears

:lot back on the right track with a victory over

Central Connecticut. This one went right
down to the wire, though, with the hustling,
scrappy Connecticut team finally falling 87·
34.
Denise Bereszniewicz tossed in 24 points,
Rosie Griffin had 21, Joan Howard 13, Karen
Baptista 12, and Kathleen Parker 10. BSC
outrebounded Connecticut 43·39, with Brez
::md Howard taking down 10 each.
BSC vs. Worcester· Bridgewater held a
slim 35-34 lead at intermission, but got down
to business in the last 20 minutes of the game.
The Bears had little trouble handling weaker
Worcester State, outclassing them 85-61.
Denise Bereszniewicz's .keyhole work
produced 24· points, in another high··~rcel').ta~~e shoot,ing night(6s% from the floor

This game, besides being the last regular
season game for the Bears (who finished at 6!J.) was also Senior Night. Seniors receiving
recognition tor their BSe b-ball careers were
Sue Walas, Eileen Tibbetts, Betty Jenewin,
Judy .Blinstrub, Kathleen. Parker, Karen
Baptista, and Joan Howard. Also recognized
were manager Carol Ennis, trainE3r Carol
Galante,30;second clockruTllierLinda Dodd
:.Iud statistiGl.anCindy Stewart.· .'
Brldgewaterwill.beplaying UMass in the
semi·finals of the ·MAlAW (assadlUsetts
Assoclation for Intercollegiate. Athletics fQr

~ear.

Stating that she was not thinking
undefeated prior to the season's start, Coach
Sears philosophy was to "take each game as it
::ame, looking more for proper execution
rather than winning."

'

,,'

,
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., Thi~ week"'the MeNs Athletic Association Numerous' awards)' including jackets ·and
announced that the annual. Fathe(andSon seniorcertificates,will be given at the
Day Banquet will be held at 6:00 p.ffi,on May banquet. Speaking ofjackets, the following
1at Ritter's· Country Club in Whitman. This athletes ~re requested to appear at Room205
affair, ori9inated 29 years ago) will be the l~t . :>fthe Student Union between 6:30 ,8 p"mm'O
for Coach Edward Swenson as Athletic March 9 to be measured"fortheirjackets:
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Tom Loeffler
HOCKEY
Vin Greeno
John Davis

SWlMMl~G

TRACK
Gary Fiset
Tom Woods

Larry Tufts
Tom St. Cyr
John Pray
Jim Billings
Rick Pierce
Russ Carr

Steve Money
Mark Marianni
BASEBALL
JfuI Chiavaroli
Glenn Chatterdon
MAAu

Mansur
!
Jim Reynolds
Gary Mistovich

'''T"'lC

Judy Blinstrob

f[ileen Tibbets

Swimmers Perform.in Regionals

I

~

The BSC wornen's swim team recently Raduazo, Chris Lattimer, Margo Mahoney
in the. New England Regional :md Debbie Taricano took 9th in that event,
Championships, held on February 18th and :md ,the 200 medley relay squad of Mahoney,
19th at the Univerljiityof Rhode Island.
Dempsey, Raduazo and··.Taricano grabbed
Overall, BSe placed 13th in a field of 29 12th.
teams. Swimmers. receiving awards were
School records set in the process were
Kathy Dempsey, who placed 6th in the 200 Kathy ·Dempsey's 34.47 in the SO Breast and
Brea.st Stroke. 7th in the 50 Breast and"8th in 2:33.12 in the 200 I.M.; Sharleen Raduazo's
the 100 Breast, and Sharleen Raduazo, who 2:io.71 it1 the 200 free, 26.86 in the 50 free and
~laced11thinthe50freestyle and 15th in the 58.2 in.the 100 free.
200 free.
'
.
ThE!~C400freestyletelayteam'stimeof
The 400 yard freestyle relay team of 4:03.07 was also a new school record.

~articipated

I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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BASKETBALL
Mike Boyle

Karen Baptista

.vith 3 seconds left in the game· sealed the

LM.A.A... A.wardsJqckets
:

Joan Howard

victory for the Bears, and successfully closed
their 1977 season.
Kris Anderson's 16 points was tops for the
Bears. Dawn Henderson chipped in with 8,
Mary Ann Bonalewicz had 8, and Eilleen
Crocettisnagged 8 rebounds.
The Junior Varsity was composed of many
individllally talented ball-players. However,
Coach .Linda Sears never let their
individuality become dorpinant: instead
everything was blended together into a very
strong and well-handled team.
Miss_ Sears credits the JV'ssuccess to "a
good defense and zone press, which produ ed

- - ___ '1111~'"
-.
-,
-.. •. - - . . . - - ..... -._- - .... - ..I
. .
• -._ti.
,.
l ... --~-I

Soph's Kris Anderson and Donna Arcudi
.vere the Bears offensive leaders. Anderson
averaged 13 and Arcudi 11 per game.
Anderson also topped the team in
rebounding, averaging 8.8, followed by Mary
Markt 8.4, Cheryl Nelson 5.2, Becky WeIch
5.1 and Dawn Henderson 5. Markt and Mary
Ann Bonalewicz led in the assists category,'
feeding off for 2.8 each per game.

J. V.
For the third time in four years, the JV's
have come up with an undefeated season.
Utilizing good defense, balanced offense and
good wacking, the JV Bears have put
together a perfect 8-0 record.
Their latest victories have been over
South'ern Connecticut and Central
Connecticut. The southern quintet was
probably the strongest opposition the Bears
faced all season, as evidenced in the 65-56
score.
Donna Ancudi was the story on offense for
the Bears, connecting on 12 of 19 from the
floor and 6 of 11 from the line for' 30 points.
Becky Welch added 12 points, hitting 6 of 10
field goal tries, Bridgewater controlled the
backboards 48-34. Mary Markt hauled in 13
and Welch 11. Mary Ann Bonalewicz passed
off for 11 9ssists.
A 63-38 triumph over Central Connecticut
was the finishing touch to an undefeated
season for the JV Bears. Characteristically, it
was a very one·sided game; Three minutes
op'em:ng.,~p BSe wasllp. 9- I, a'nd

:Jutside game offensively, hitting on 6 of 10

3.ttempts, and Rosie Griffin got 12.

lots of turnovers." The coach also cited the
Bears "hugh and advantage, quickness and
hustle" as instrumental to BSC's showing this

Women) Tournament at 6 this Friday at
Bentley. BSC, winners of the tourney for the
past 2 years, are seeded 4th behind UMass,
Springfield and Northeastern.
Tiplns: Seems someone has taken up the
3arly season offer of folding chair lessons (Ba,
Boom) .... Thanks to statistician Cheryl Lal
Forge for a super job in handling stats an
season long... Who knows? Frinos.... "Most
Creative Assist of the Year AWard" goes to
Judy Blinstrub. In the Central Conn. gamp
Judy deflected a pass off her forehead into
Eileen Tibbetts hands for 2 points. Nice for
JOU to use you head" Strubber. ...
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CROSS-COUNTRY
Mark Lanza
Drew Southard
Kevin Hanron

:
I
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I
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FOOTBALL
Ernie Branco
Norman Busby
Don Cann
Roy Farrell
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BASEBALL STATISTICIAN
SPRING SPORTSWRITERS·
NEEPED IMMEDIATELY
See Bo,b Cote
Comment Office
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Icemen Distroy BDston State
by Kevin Hanron
" The icemen of Bridgewater State roared
past Boston State, 7-2, and Framingham
State, 9-1, hefore dropping their final game of
the season to Bryant College, 6-2, to. finish
with their best record (11-11) since the 197172 season.
The Bears notched their first victory in
history over the powerful Boston State
Warriors last Wednesday at the Charles
River Ice Arena, as BSC forced its.host into
numerous errors.
Pat Galvin was the main offensive threat for
Bridgewater with 4 goals and 2 assists. Paul
Kelly had .2 goals and 2 assists, Jake
McDermott added 4 assists while John Fisher
and Tim Moreau each contributed one assist.
Steve Parker, a junior defensemen from
Scituate, scored the game winner at 9:23 of
the second period, as he took a pass from
John Fisher, moved in from the blue line, and
fired a 25-foot wristshot Just inside the upper
right corner of the Boston net.
But this contest can only be described as a
total team effort, as all three lines and the five
defensemen played outstanding hockey. The
Davis--DePaolo--DiCristofaro line was
particularly effective in keeping pressure on
the Warriors.
Goaltender Deacon Perrotta was nothing
short of sensational for BSC, making 48 saves
and keeping BSC in the game during the first
period.
Bridgewater hosted Framingham State last
Friday at Crossroad Arena, and proceeded to
. whip the Rams by a 9-1 margin. Pat Galvin
had his second straight 6-point game with
three goals and three assists, while linemates
Jake McDermott and Paul Kelly had 5 points
(4 goals and 1 assist) and 3 points,
respectively.
,,;,;""MiIJ'>rJli""!~t1YrJ::)avis and Tim Moreau had the other
,

1

the final two periods.
Jim O'Leary, Dennis Bertoni, Joe Call and'
Frank DiCristofaro had the BSC assist.
CROSSCHECKING--BSC broke many
team and and ECAC records during the
season, including the following: (1) Most
victories in season--Il (10,.1914-75), (2) Best
won-lost percentage--.sOO (.500, 1971-72), (3)
Most consecutive victories-oS (4--1973-14), (4)
Most consecutive games scored--86 (64.
1973-76), (5) Longest undefeated streak-oS (4,
1973-74), (6) Most shots on goal--54 vs.
Fitchburg State (52 vs. Assumption, 1971-72),
(7) Fastest goal from start of period--6
seconds by Pat Galvin vs. Framingham State,
(8) Most assists by defenseman in career--38
by Pat Galvin (77 by Jim McKeon, 1971-75),
(lO)M;ost poin~ by defensemanin career--56"
by Paul Kelly (51 by Kelly in 1974-76), (11)
Best save percentage in season--88.9% by
Deacon Perrotta, (85.1% by Jack Foley in
1975-76), (12) Most assists by defenseman in
season--20 by Dennis Bertoni (20 by Paul
Kelly in 1975·76), (13) Most goals by
defenseman in career--18 by Paul Kelly (17 by
Kelly in 1974·76), (14) Most goals by
goaltender in season, career--l by Deacon
Perrotta vs. University of Lowell (First time in
ECAC history) .... The Bears will lose 4
players through graduation this spring. Pat
Galvin, known as "Galvo" to his teammates,
has 166 career points, second only to Jim
McKeon in BSC history. Pat probably took
the game more seriously than any player to
wear the BSC uniform, and Bridgewater will
be hard-pressed to replace the tri·captain
from Milton.... Forward Jim "Angelo"
O'Leary finishes with 41 career points. The
Wakefield native was noted for his constant
hustle and aggressive style of play that kept

-

BSe goals, with

a
wing from
Wellesley, had the game winning goal at 7:19
of the first period as he fired a· 20-foot
wristshot past Framingham goalie .steve
Giannangelo. Deacon Perrotta, the freshman
netminder from Thorold, Ontario, had 27
saves in yet another outstanding
performance.
BSC dosed out the 1976-77 season with a
6-2 loss to Bryant College S~turday
afternoon, despite outshooting the Indians by
a 46·31 margin. The Bears had their winning
streak snapped at 5 games as they just
couldn't beat Bryant goaltender Bob Fisette,
who made ,44 stops, including many
spectacular glove s?ves.
The BSC shooters were also aiming too
high, with numerous shots rattling off the
chain link behind the Bryant net. If the net had
been raised 10,feet, the Bears would h~ve won
"
by at least 15 goals.
Tim Moreau and George DePaolo scored
for Bridgewater in a first period that ended
with the score at 2-all, but the Bears, weary
from their second

J

certainly not-least, Brian "Squeak" Hanlon
graduates with 66 career points in only three
seasons. The Worcester native and tricaptain could not play this year because of a .
chronic asthma condition, but will be
remembered for his courageous effort last
year, when he scored 29 points despite
recurrent asthma attacks .... Leading scorers
for BSC this season are Pat Galvin (41
points), Jake McDermott (39 points), Paul
Kelly (37 points), John Fisher (22 'points),
Dennis Bertoni (22 points), Tim Manning (18
points), Tim Moreau (18 points), Matt
Gillespie (16 points), and Jim O'Leary (10
points) .... Only 6 players saw action in all 22
games. Matt Gillespie,· Bob Kirchner, Ed
Dalton, Roy Farrell played well before being
forced to sit out the ~eason due to injuries ....
Please, if anyone is interested in covering
BSe hockey riext year for THE COMMENT,
please conta~t Bob Cote or myself, Kevin
Hanron, at THE COMMENT Office in the
Student UnionBu

Vp~er Right: Dan Marks takes a •

hig~ stick in the chin. .Midrfght:
Framingham States Mark Ha,nghi.
crosschecks BSC Freshman John

Fisher in front of the\Bears bench.

Frank DiChristopher waits for. his
shift on the ice.
Lower Left: New BSC Cheerleaders
smile/or the COMMENT camera.
".
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Parsons Scores 30 Over Curry

-

by Tom O'Brien
Don't crack a joke in front of Brian
Parsons. It won't work; he takes everything
too seriously. Before last Thursday's
basketball finale with Curry College, this
writer was standing at the scorer's table
making sure the correct jersey numbers were
matched with the correct player's names.
Oftentimes they're not. Parsons had just
made a practice lay-up (as usual it went in)
and 'was strutting to the rebound line.
Knowing this was his last game, I decided to
ask him about it. In a very wordy, journalistic
manner, I managed to blurt out, "Good game
tonight? Brian?" Parsons kind of smiled and
said, "Right, big game tonight." Wishing to
pursue this inquiry further, I said, "Last game,
huh, you gonna go out in style by scoring 30
points?" Pardo laughed and said, "Sure, 30
points tonight." We both thought it was kind
of funny and were content to leave it at that.
Somewhere along the lihe, however, humor
gave way to reality. For, with a few minutes
still to play in the game; and the Bears ahead
by a big margin, Coach Knudson took
Parsons out of the game. How many points
did he have? As sure as Bridgewater was
winning, Brian Parsons had exactly 30 points.
Some joke, huh? That's what I thought.
The rest of the Bears didn't do too badly
either as they slaughtered Curry College 9473 in front of a near capacity crowd at the
Kelly "Gym.
After leading at the half, 49-39, the Bears
lost much of their momentum and Curry was
able to chop the lead down to only two points.
But then Parsons decided why not try for 30
points, it's my last game; the rest ofthe team
.follow,ed j and Curry .College was .never in the
i

rtaat,

it's over. But still I'm not convinced. To me,
this season ended before the team hasl a
chance to lace those size 12 sneakers
basketball players are known to wear.
It doesn't seem right that the next report of
a basketball game won't come until late
November or early December. However, this
is all true; and we11 just have to accept it.
Now, I would like to take you back to this
season, and with my pen "replay" some of the
action and the players who provided it.
The winter vacation gave the Bears a much
needed rest after having played eight games
on the schedule; four of them in tournament
action. The only "hi-lite" of the tourney at
North Adams was the mention of Brian
Parsons to the All-Star team. One week later,
Parsons would again be an All-Star; this time
at the Tourney in Brudgewater, Virginia. But
the Bears were also victorious in the South.
They beat a strong team from Washington to
gain the finals; but were eliminated in the final
match. Upon returning from the tourney,
BSC beat Mass. Maritime, and ended their
first semester season at 3-5.
The month of January treated the Bears
rather poorly. BSC could only muster 2 wins
against Slosses; and ended the month with an
overall record of 5-10. The victories were
against the University of Lowell and
Fitchburg State. But more importantly, three
freshmen were receiving the playing time they
needed to develop-and become team leaders.
Billy English was second on the team in
scoring. In several games, English hit double
figures and proved that he will be an offensive
leader on next year's squad.
Terry Riley. did not score as' often as
En .
bis !l~f~n.siveand fast-br~ak

~.~~~~,~..

.'~.I~,~Jl.;\.~ij~~l

Dow Dufm sty ea so. e e f e game IAn
needed tnem ()ten.
points, a Jot of assists, and his name in the
The third freshman, Mike Cheney, added
, record book for having the highest free throw more height to the Bear's lineup. Mike, at 6'5",
shooting percentage (B28) ever at BSe.
received more playing time towards the end
Other high scorers were: Jack Shalski with of the season;· his height should: prove a
14 points; Billy English and Mike Cheney had source for many rebounds and some scori~g
10 each, and senior guard, Carl Baer canned 8 also.
.points.
In.the final month of the season, February,
Although the Bears' record ends up at 9-17. the Bears came away with four victories and
the victory over Curry in the last gam~ was se,{en losses.· BSC beat Mass. Maritime and
the best' way for the seniors to bid farewelL Nichols College; got sweet. revenge for an
Through the Hoop.-:.,
......'
,earlie~ .season loss by edging Salem St~
.. .It was great to hear the round. of applause CoUege,69-65, 'and' then ended the season
,.. and the ovation given to Mark Donahue when with a very strong vict6ry over Curry College.
his name w~s announced over the P .A.. The final overall record was' 9-17.
Donahue suffered a fractured wrist.in the
Since graduaticmistakiiig four ofthe Bears,
Bear's second gameandwasforf:ed to sit out that leaves eight underclassmen who should
the'remainder of the season. Donahue is a be returning as ,veterans. The freshrnen have·
senior, .. and ·it·· had to" have been very been mentioned; Returning rnembers'of the
disappointing sltting out his senior year on the class of '7B'wiU be. Doug Daniels .and Jack'
bench because of an'injury...
.
Shalski. Daniels was. center for. most of the
..•wouldn't feel right if 1 didn't say a speciql sea$on~ and at 6'5" and withtwo'years of
thanks to LennyPiersa, senior video-tape varsity experience, he should be a big fador
~pecialist, who provided the excellent camera in the Bear's offense. Shalski also is 6'5" taU
work for all the basketball video games you've and q\n rebound. He will give the Bears even
seen the last two years in the Union .. ~
.. ,Thank~you also, to senior color analyst
"Tic" Mansur, who has been with me thetast
3 years. Things didn't go well for us this year in
-terms' of only one radio broadcast; but
nevertheless, Tic's 'color' ability was greatly
appreciated ...
... A special thank-you to coach Tom
Knudson whose candid and honest
evaluations of his team in interviews brought '.
many compliments and helped me through 15
minutes of half-time •..
... Finally, this writer had a great time covering
basketbilll this year; I look forward to next
year ...
I suppose now that it's over there should be
some sentimental remarks made. And you're
right; there willbe.Oh, I m~y not go to such
, an extreme as to actually start crying; but
maybe just choke on a few words every now
and then. "Why/' you ask? "Such emotion is
not needed. Besides, the Basketball, team
didn't exactly have a banner' year, you know;"
Yeah, J know all that. Also, I know thafafter
ending the season at 9-17, we should' be glad

'''6 QUEI\K"

One of the first questions I asked as a
more height for rebounding power; the Bears
freshman (3 years ago) was, "Who the heck is
should have a very tall team next season.
BSC basketball should have three class of
Pardo?" All I remember hearing at my first
1979 members returning_ Mike Boyle played
game was someone Up' in the stands
screaming, "Pardo, Pardo." It didn't take long
as a freshman, but did not play the first
semester this year. He came back for, the
to find out who Pardo was. Brian Parsons is
second semester and showed by his scoring
ending his career as this year's offensive
ability and his talent for the fast-break, that he
leader. Parsons ends this season averaging
should be a big plus for the Bear's offense.
better than 13 points per game; his career
Next is' Tom Leaffler. His teammates
average is 11 points per game. It has been a
affectionately cal] him "loafer" but when he is
pleasure to watch Brian's patented jump-shot
in the game he sc~res his share of points and
from the comer, glide neatly through the
also accounts for' many rebounds.
strings for another two points. Among his
The class of '79's, Jimmy Porrell played his
honors at BSC, Parsons was selected to the
first year of varsity basketball this season_
AU-Tournament Teams at the Berkshire
Used mostly as a sub at the guard position
Classics in North Adams and also at the
this year, Porrell showed that he has much
Eagles-Jaycees Tourney in Bridgewater,
play-making ability on the court to aid the
Virginia. Parsons was also an ECAC All Star
choice this year.
Bears next season.
It wouldn't be right if a prediction were
Carl Baen did not play Basketball for BSC
made for next year. A lot of times, it is pure
until last year; his junior year. Although he
luck or lack of graduates which brings the
only averaged 4.6 points per game the past
teams from the bottom to the top; and
two years, Baen's defensive ability and allbecause of graduates, teams at the top may
around hustle often gave the Bears the spark
become the cellar teams. It happens_ But the
they needed to re-group. He has made his
Bears should have eight men returning
presence known this year by averaging over
providing a lot of needed experience in all
four assists per game to help his teammates
departments. Should we be optimistic? Yes,
score. Many times it was one of Boen's quick
with our veterans returning, Bridgewater
passes to send sOmeone in on a break-away
should have a good team next year.
that made basketball exciting to watch.
The Bears now have to experience
It seems as if BSC basketball owes Mark
, something every college in the nation
Donahue another year. Donahue was
experiences. It's called graduation; and it
deprived of playing all but two games his
usually takes your better ball players who
senior year by a fractured wrist he suffered at
have developed tremendously in the college's
the beginning of this season. Donahue was
basketball program over the past few years_
SSC's starting guard this year after having
Captain Steve Crocetti played four years
proved himself very capable at the position
for BSC at guard. Crocetti will leave
the previous year. But as fate would have it,
Bridgewater with his name in the t~cord
playing this year was not meant for Mark
~~~,~~~'";'~vtn~,' . ·th~;,~t·",~~~~,· ··;'~~.U,~"~~i~.w~t,~~.l~t~".(ilj\li~'a~;:wel~".".·,~,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,~,~,*
percentage( :82B) ever at the cOnege. Crocetti
averaged just over six points per game for his

career; yet he helped the Bears, also as
playmaker and team leader on the court.
Recurring injuries over his career have
hampered Crocetti's efforts, yet each time he
came back, the Bears Captain's presence was
made known to and felt by both his team and
the opposition.

, ' ". ,HANLON"'

BSC'su;~1ii1;riissed'a l'~t C;f~l'~~.~aking ability

:md the fast-break talent of Mark Donahue.
Bear's basketball will lose four very good

men to graduation. Each has given his best
effort to Bridgewater State Col1ege'
Basketball; and it seems only fair in a way of
thanking them, to wish Steve Crocetti, Brian
Parsons, Carl Boen, and Mark Donahue all
the bests.Wi$hes forthe future.
.'
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HanlononM.A~A.
By Tic Mansur
Brian (Squeak) Hanlon is a senior at Bridgewater, Squeak has, shown·
,;Jeography major here at 3reat· concern for the students. He
BHdgewater State. This is Brian's helped generate the support for the
second year on the Men's Atheletic students. athletic fee increase. He is
Association. He has served as both a· member of the Students for a
iunior and senior delegate 6n the Better BSC and wants the students
board. In 1973 he graduated from to be exposed to more activities. On
5 t. J oh n ' s Hi g h S c h a 01 , the Men's Athletic Association
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. Brian Squeak represents men's athletics.
was also a member of the Central The future of men's athletics
Mass. All Star Hockey Team in ::lepends em your, the students~
1973, Here at BS C, Squeak. has Brian would like to see men's
been captain of the hockey team athletics maintainthe . students'
both h!s . junior and senior years. support. He is willing to helpanswer
This year he. was forced not to play :my s'uggestions or problems you
hockey because of health reasons. might have. All you have to do is
Over the course of four years here ask.

